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PREFACE 
The number of physically disabled persons within college age has 
been steadily_ increasing along with the importance of a college educa-
tion. These two factors combine to make the presence of architectural 
barriers for the disabled on the college campus a problem of much.con-
cern to educators and to those concerned with the rehabilitation of the 
disabled, This study has been conducted to determine the nature, ex-
tent, and significance of barriers present on the Oklahoma State Univer-
sity campus, and to suggest modifications for these buildings and 
grounds to insure accessibility and utilization by students confined to 
wheelchairs. 
The writer wishes to express her sincere appreciation and grati-
tude to the many individuals, organizations; and institutions.whose 
assistance and encouragement made the-study possible. 
To her advisor, Mrs. Christine F. Salmon, As.sociate Professor of 
Interior Design, the writer is deeply indebted for her .competent guid-
ance, patience, and inspiration. 
Indebtedness is al.so due to members. of the Advisory committee, 
Dr. Slizabeth Hillier, Associate Professor of Home Economics Education, 
and Mr. Cuthbert F. Salmon, Professor and Head of the School of Archi-
tecture, for their advice and constructive-criticism throughout the 
study. 
A special acknowledgement is given to Miss Sue Oxford, Mr. James 
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"Tweed" McNaughton, and Mr. Larry Tomlinson who so willingly cooperated 
in the study. 
To Dr. Shirley McClure, Chief of Physical Medicine, Dr. Gerald 
Fisher, Head of Research and Training, administration, staff, and cli-
ents of the Hot Springs Rehabilitation Center, Hot Springs, Arkansas, 
is expressed sincere appreciation for the opportunity to visit and otr-
serve at the Center and for the considerable consideration and coopera-
tion shown during those visits. Indebtedness is also acknowledged to 
the Oklahoma Rehabilitation Center, to Mr. J. F. Kanitzki of the Re-
habilitation Center at the University of Illinois, and to Dr. Harry J. 
Waters of Kansas State Teachers College for the interest, assistance 
and cooperation extended during visits to those centers. 
The writer expresses appreciation to the many friends, organiza-
tions, departments, and offices on the campus that have contributed to 
this study and to the individuals, colleges and organizations that 
cooperated in sending printed material and in giving suggestions in-
corporated into this study. Acknowledgement is expressed to: Mrs. 
Linda Johns for her assistance in typing the manuscript; Miss Lynnda 
Stieglitz for her assistance in typing and proofreading the manuscript; 
Mr. Jim Gablesberg for the photographs; and Mr. Jay Sparks for the 
rendering of the drawings. 
The writer is indebted to her family for their encouragement, 
patience, and understanding during her graduate study. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study is to identify, evaluate, and suggest 
modifications of architectural barriers encountered by wheelchair stu-
dents attending classes and participating in campus activities at Okla-
homa State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
Justification of the Study 
Within recent years the term "architectural barriers" has been put 
before the public with increasing frequency. For some persons this 
ter~ represents jugt another vague cause, is little understood and less 
appreciated. For others, "architectural barriers" has a very real and 
significaht meaning. 
An arthite~tural barrier can be a single curb that prevents a 
wheelchair user from crossing a street, a door too narrow for him to 
enter, or a monumental flight of steps leading to a "public" library or 
courthouse. Without assistance, those who use wheelchairs might not be 
able to perform a task as simple as getting a drink of water from a 
fountain of "average" height and design, or making a telephone call. in 
a booth too small to accommodate a wheelchair. Architectural barriers 
1 
2 
can force the physically disabled1 to enter a building through unattrac-
tive, and often dangerous, back doors and loading areas. These same 
barriers may prohibit the attainment of a college education for the 
physically disabled. The presence or absence of architectural barriers 
can be the difference between a life of isolation and dependence, or 
one of productivity and independence. 
There can be no doubt that barriers do exist. A 1967 state-wide 
survey conducted by the Oklahoma Vocational. Rehabilitation Administra-
tion has ind,icated that 57 .8 pl;!r cent of the public buildings surveyed 
are totally inaccessible to disabled citizens, while only 2 per cent 
were judged fully accessible (e.g. enter all. levels). Full utilization 
(e.g. use of telephones, rest rooms and water fountains) was found in 
only 7 per cent of the fully accessible buildings and in:.only 10 per 
cent of· the buildings with limited access (e.g. enter building but not 
2 
officer or upper level). Thus, it is evident that, due to architec-
tural barriers, the physically disabled citizens of Oklahoma are barred 
from entering and using many buildings built for "public" use. 
Disabled persons constitute 15 per cent to 20 per cent of the popu-
lation of the United States. 3 The number and percentage of disabled 
1Harold E. Yuker, Proceedings of the National Institute on Making 
Buildings and Facilities Accessibleto and Usable J?x. ~ Physic'ally 
Handicapped (Chicago, 1965), p. 18: ''I prefer the use of the word 
'disabled' which describes a physical condition •.• the handicap comes 
through architectural barriers." 
2oklahoma Vocational Rehabilitation Administration, "Survey of 
Oklahoma Buildings for Architectural Barriers.," Task Force on Architec-
tural Bar.riers, Oklahoma City, 1967. 
3Thomas A. Stein, "A Report of Progress in the Elimination of 
Architectural Barriers," Rehabilitation Literature, XXV (1964), p. 15. 
citizens is acknowledged to be increasing rapidly. Nugent attributes 
this increase in the number of physically disabled to the following: 
1. . Increase .in the use .of motor vehicles resulting in increased 
accident rates; 
2. Increase in leisure time for activities such as water sports, 
which account for many major accidents; 
3. Life saving advancements. in science and medical technology 
that save lives but leave many individuals with permanent 
handicaps. 4 
Along with the increasing population of physically disabled is an 
increasing endeavor by these persons to use public facilities, Archi-
tectural barriers are tangible evidence of attitudes concerning the 
disabled. In the past these persons were to be kept out of sight, to 
be ignored, and, if possible, forgotten. Therefore, architecture made 
little provision for the special needs of the physically handicapped. 
Condon credits World War II with bringing about an increased under-
standing of the disabled and their needs. 5 Emphasis is now being 
placed on the individual as a person instead of on his disability. 
With education of the public, more economic and social opportunities 
are made available and the physically disabled are encouraged to take 
' h h ' 1 · l'f 6 an active, rat er tan passive, roe in. i e, Such a change, however 
3 
4Timothy J. Nugent, Design of.Buildings.!£ Permit Their .!!!!El: the 
.. Physically Handicapped (Chicago, 1960), pp. 51-52. 
· 
5Margaret E. Concon, "Facilitation of the Education of the Physi-
cally Disabled. College Student," Rehabilitation Literature, XXIII 
(1962), p. 226. 
6 Herbert Rusalem, Guiding ~ Physically Handicapped College ~-
dent (New York, 1962), p. 9, 
4 
gradual, would naturally result in the disabled citizens seeking to gain 
their rightful privileges and responsibilities as members of the com-
munity, The architectural emdronment must be adapted to meet the needs 
of those it is to serve. It is the responsibility of a community to 
"meet the deep socia 1 need of every man to be. free to live, work and 
play within his own limitations, not those imposed by his environment,n7 
The college and university community, especially, cannot escape 
that responsibility. A college education is becoming more and more 
important to youth in our country. Education is very important to the 
able-bodied, but it is even more important for those who have a physical 
disability. 
It is logical that on competitive jobs they might be passed 
over unless their training is superior to the able-bodied. 
This may be true even when the disability would not be an 
occupational handicap.a 
Society, also, has an economic need for the education of the phys-
· ically disabled. Ayers states that "whether these people become a fi-
ri.ancial liability· or an asset to the community may depend upon their 
. 9 
oppol;'tunity to attend college." Experience has proven that physically 
disabled persons can make valuable contributions to society when given 
the opportunity. In a time when there is a shortage of skilled 
7Edward H. Noakes, "Making Libraries Usable," Wilson.Library 
Bulletin, XXXX (1966), p. 853. 
8william V. Tucker, "What Teachers Should Know About Physically 
Disabled Students," Rehabilitation Literature, XXIV (1963), p. 311. 
9Robert E. Ayers, "Accommodations for Wheel-Chair Students at 
Institutions of Higher Learning," Rehabilitation Literature, XXIII 
(1962), p. 282. 
5 
professional personnelj to deny the right of higher education is a waste 
of human resources that society cannot afford. 
Aside from the economic factors involved in the provision of 
higher education for the physically disabled, the values of our culture 
demand that such an opportunity be made available. Rusalem expressed 
this value. "Any individual who meets college standards of intellect-
ual ability, motivation, and personality adjustment has a right to 
attend an institution of higher learning. 1110 
It is generally agreed that the number and percentage of physically 
disabled youths seeking entrance into college will increase rapidly. A 
greater number of physically disabled with the desire and need for a 
college degree help account for this anticipated increase. 
College and university administrations may not reject these physi-
cally disabled students, but the presence of architectural barriers on 
the campus may prohibit their attendance. Enrollment has little mean-
ing when the opportunity of attending c.iass and campus activities is 
denied or is made economically unfeasible, as in cases where an assist-
ant must be employed. This clearly does not fulfill the responsibility 
of the community to "meet the deep social need of every ·man to be free 
to live, work and play within his own limitation, not those imposed by 
his environment. ;,il 
For a university to be able to offer full use of campus facilities 
to all of its present and potential students, architectural barriers 
must be removed, As yet, there has been no research at Oklahoma State 
10 Rusalem, p. 11. 
llNoakes, Wilson •. Library Bulletin, P. 853. 
6 
University to determine what architectural barriers are present on the 
Stillwater campus and what the significance of these may be to disabled 
students. 
It is. the purpose of this study to identify architectural barriers, 
examine their significance to the disabled student, and suggest modifi-
cations of existing facilities to meet the needs of the students. It 
will be limited to disabiliti.es requiring the use of a wheelchair and 
to selected campus facilities. Results obtained will have implications 
for other disabilities and other facilities. 
Objectives 
The specific objectives of this study are: 
l, To identify architectural barriers for wheelchair students 
following prescribed curri~ula antj participating in campus activities. 
2. To examine the sigqificance of architectural barriers on the 
campus in relation to tµe student's pursuit of the curriculum and 
campus activities. 
a. th.e extent and nature of architectUflil barriers on the 
campus 
(1) ~ccessibility and utilization of facilities 
(2) frequency of occurrence of specific barriers 
b. the pro bl.ems arch.itectural barriers present to the stu-
dent using a wheelchair. 
3. To suggest modifications of the examined facilities to meet 
the needs of wheelchair student.s. 
7 
Procedure 
The procedure used in this study.included.the following: 
1. Review of the literature pertaining to architectural barriers 
and to-wheelchair college students. 
2. Obs;ervations at selected colleges and rehabilitation centers. 
3. Survey of various campus organizations and.· offices to locate 
and to.determine the.approximate number of disabled students on campus. 
4. Development of survey form for recording architectural 
barriers. 
5. Pretesting of survey instrument with wheelchair. users familiar 
with the Stillwater campus. 
6. Revision of-survey.form to-incorporate suggestions.of wheel-
chair users. 
7. Selection of physical facilities (e.g. buildings and campus· 
grounds) to be included in .the study •. 
a. relating of curricula to campus facilities 
b. selection of campus facilities for housing and extra-
curricular activities to be included 
8. Use of survey instrument to identify and record the nature of 
.. harri.ers :wheel.chair. s.tudents enc-0unter in. the selected facilities. 
9. Analysis of survey.data to: 
a. identify major architectural barriers 
b. determine extent of architectural barriers 
(1) accessibility of buildings 
(2) utilization of-facilities 
c. identify problems that architectural barriers present to. 
wheelchair-users 
10. Formulation of suggestions for the modification of examined 
facilities. to meet the needs of wheelchair students. 
8 
· 11. Drawing of conclusions and implications regarding the signif-
icance of architectural. barriers to the completion of the curricula and 
activities selected. 
Limitations 
1, The study is limited ·to facilities an,d curricula at the 
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater campus during the 1967 fall 
semester. 
2. The schedules followE!d were arranged according to the fall 
1967 requirements and the official Departmental Schedule of Courses for. 
the spring and fall semeEiters of 1967. Due to schedule or tequirement 
changes, the facilities required 'for these curricula may vary in the 
future. 
3. The survey was limited to, facilities used in only two curric- ' 
ula. 
4. The survey was conducted during daylight houts and only 
"'good" weather conditions. 
Assumptions 
1. It is assumed that when necessary the wheelchair student 
would be -placed in laboratory sections where the partner system is used. 
2. It is assumed that the student's physical strength would allow 
him to .carry the average class load • 
. 3. It is assumed that instructors would make necessary adjust-
ments to arrangements within the room to accommodate wheelchair students. 
I.,·· 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The first step in the elimination of architectural barriers for the 
physically disabled is that of education of the public to the importance 
and scope of the problem which society is facing. Efforts made in this 
direction have resulted in an abundance of persuasive literature aimed 
at educators, the general public, and busines:smen to enlist their indi-
vidual as well as collective support and participation in the program. 
Relatively little literature is available on the practical aspects 
of identification and elimination, or prevention of architectural 
barriers. Even less has been written directly related to the college 
program. It is this area with which this study is concerned. What has 
been published can be divided into the foUowing categories: (1) phi-
losophy concerning the physically disabled college student, (2) progress 
reports and surveys of colleges, and (3) research in the areas of build-
ing specifications. 
Philosophy 
. With the increase in the number of physically disabled young peo-
ple, has come a realization of their abilities and their needs. In 
general, educators have become convinced of their responsibility to 
provide th~ necessary educational opportunities for people regardless 
of their physical abilities or disabilities. 
9 
We as educators dare not pass by the possible scientist, 
teacher, or good citizen simply because he is in a wheelchair 
or carrying a white cane. History has proven many times 
~hat 1it is a man's ability that counts and not his disabil-
ity, 
Ayers reflects this attitude, reporting that the lack of educa-
10 
tional opportunities was due, not to the unwillingness of the adminis-
tration to accept disabled students, but rather to the inadequacy of 
the campus facilities to accomodate their special needs. 2 
In the past, education of the disabled student was considered 
possible only in environments "tailor-made" for their use. 3 This is no 
longer the prevailing thought, and in most instances is considered harm-
4 The disabled learn adapt their invironment long they ful. to to so as 
are given the chance to experience and to it. 5 Most of the physi-use 
cally disabled neither expect nor desire a "tailor-made" campus - with-
out challenges. It is said "the world we hope for is one which is not 
necessarily molded for the perfect, but one in which any person despite 
a physical handicap, can move about with grace and dignity. 116 This 
1William V. Tucker, Higher Education and Handicapped Students 
(Emporia, Kansas, 1964), Foreword. · 
2 Robert E. Ayers, "Accommodations for Wheel-Chair Students at 
Institutions of Higher Learning," Rehabilitation Literature, XXIII 
(1962), p. 284. 
3 Herbert Rusalem, Guiding the Physically Handicapped College Stu-
dent (New York, 1962), p. 25. 
4National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Proceedings 
of the National Institute~ Making Buildings and Facilities Accessible 
.!..£, arid Usable .£r, the Physically Handicapped (Chicago, 1965), p. 22. 
5 Rusalem, p. 26-27. 
611Remove Architectural Barriers," Reprint from The Electrical 
Workers 1 Journal, p. 4. 
11 
position is further emphasized through Tucker's statement that changes 
"should be held to a minimum and students allowed to manage as many 
problems as they ar,e capable of handling. 117 
The basic goal is the achievement of an environment in which all 
students - able-bodied and disabled - may be independent in their pur-
suit of all aspects of campus life. Students are encouraged to take 
part in appropriate extra-curricular activities, and to be as independ-
ent a·s possible in all aspects of college life. This philosophy re-
quires the consideration of the entire campus in any modification pro-
8 gram undertaken. 
Until recently the University of Illinois required that all stu-
dents be completely independent. This program has recently been 
expanded to include a limited number of students whose disabilities 
9 
make it impossible for them to be completely independent. 
The first requirement for the program is that the handicapped 
student must navigate alone, That ability is essential to the 
·program's purpose of integrating the handicapped student into 
the classes, the dormitories, and all of the life of the cam-
pus, without asking or getting special favors. 10 
Other colleges put less emphasis on independence. Some colleges 
provide centralized living facilities while others strongly discourage 
7 . 
William V. Tucker, "What Teachers Should Know About Physically 
Disabled Students," Rehabilitation Literature, XXIV (1963), p. 310. 
8state University of New York Construction Fund, Making Facilities 
Accessible !£.the Physically Handicapped (Albany, 1967), p. 7. 
9 
· Interview with J, F. Kanitzki, University of Illinois Rehabilita-
tion Center, Champaign, Illinois, July 14, 1967. 
lODorothy Rigdon, "Mecca for Disabled Students," Rehabilitation 
Record, November-December, 1961, p. 13. 
12 
any grouping of the disabled in the interest of integration with the 
larger community of the able-bodied. 11 These examples illustrate dif-
ferences in philosophies cohcerning the degree of independence that the 
student should be forced, or encouraged, to attain. However, it is 
agreed that integration into the total college program is a goal for 
which all should strive. 12 
Integration into the college community has many values to the dis-
abled student in addition to the obvious social and educational aspects. 
The able-bodied also benefits from contact with the disabled member of 
the society. Yuker has stated_that: 
There has been study after study which has shown that when 
people are prejudiced toward a particular group, they usually 
know very little about that group, and have contact with very 
few members of that group. So if people are to be less pre-
judiced toward the disabled, one of the best ways of accom-
plishing this is to get them to know disabled persons.13 · 
Rigdon reports that at the University of Illinois the attitude of the 
able-bodied students toward.the disabled "has become just what rehabili-
tation experts agree it ought to be, they look upon them as fellow 
students, period. 1114 
llWilliam E. Fife, "Services to Handicapped Students at Southern 
Illinois University." Rehabilitation Literature, XXI (1960), p. 222. 
12Ibid. 
13National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Proceedings 
of~ National Institute.£!! Making Buildings~ Facilities Accessible 
!2_, .and Usable E.,l, the Physically Handicapped, p. 22. 
14Rigdon, Rehabilitation Record, p. 16. 
13 
Progress Reports and College Surveys 
Before any problem can be solved there must first be a recognition 
of its existence. Acceptance of the disabled as worthy members of 
society.is the first step to the elimination of architectural barriers 
for the physically handicapped. In times past these persons were sacri-
ficed as a means of purification or survival of the race. 15 Later they 
were allowed to live but were given a lowly place in the social struc-
ture. Through the years society has gained in understanding and thus, 
acceptance of persons with physical disabilities. Rusalem explains 
this attitude change . 
. Planned campaigns of community education, the impact of 
the returning World War II and Korean veterans, and the avoid-
ance of segregation of the handicapped persons academically 
and socially have contributed to an improved public under-
standing and acceptance of the individual with a serious physi-
cal loss. Slowly, at times imperceptibly, increasingly posi-
tive community attitudes toward the handicapped are forming. 
Perceptions of helplessness, avoidance, and rejection are 
giving'way in some cases to constructive acceptance and realis-
tic appreciation of the individual as a totality, not merely 
as a handicap. 16 
Various communities throughout the nation have undertaken the pro-
ject of eliminating barriers, educating the public, and providing serv-
ices for the severely disabled. From these efforts have come several 
noteworthy achievements. The New York World's Fair, John F. Kennedy 
Center for the Performing Arts, 17 and New York's Philharmonic Hall and 
15n. G. Pritchard, Education .and .the Handicapped, (LO:ndon, 196.3),, 
p. 12. 
16 Rusalem, p. 9. 
17 
"Remo~e Architectural Barriers." Reprint from 'l'.he Electrical 
Workers' Journal, p. 5. 
14 
Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts18 are a few outstanding examples 
of buildings where accessibility and utilization by the physically dis-
abled has been considered. Fearn, in 1966, reported that forty commu-. 
nit:i-es had completed, and others had started, booklets listing accessi-
ble and inaccessible facilities in their areas. There is no doubt that 
much progress has been made towards accessibility and utilization of 
buildings in individual communities. However, in comparison to the 
total picture, this represents a minute, though significant, begin-
. 19 
ning. 
Several surveys of campus facilities have shown an increase in 
interest and awareness of the problem of architectural barriers. A 
1944 survey by Gitntck and a 1952 survey of American colleges and uni-
versities by Zundell produced similar findings in that they both report-
ed that the surveyed institutions generally were not equipped to serve 
the disabled student. In Gitnick's survey only 5 per cent reported 
20 
adequate elevator service and only 3 per cent had provided ramp$. 
Zundell found that two thirds of the surveyed colleges had buildings 
. ·1 . 21 without ramps ore evator service. Five years later Condon's survey 
18The New ~ ~' November, 19, "1961, p~ 61. 
19National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Proceedings of 
the National Institute_£!! Making Buildings and Facilities Assessible to 
and _us:able .£l. _the Physically Handicapped, p. 17. 
20norothy Gitnick:,· The Physically Handicapped Student in American 
Colleges and Universities, as cited ~y Herbert Rusalem, Guiding the 
Physically Handicapped_College Student (New York, 1962), p. 16. 
21Betty Zundell, College Policies _for Severely Handicapped Students: 
!_ Report __ of .! Survey, as cited by. Herbert Rusalem, Guiaing _the Physi-
calty Handicapped College Student (New York, 1962), p. 17. 
15 
concluded that only 25 per cent of the institutions surveyed had physi-
22 
cal facilities favoring the admission of disabled students, . In 1959, 
Schweikert reported that of the institutions surveyed, 9 per cent 
offered little or no difficulty for the. wheelchair student,. 27 per cent 
1 . . d d d 55 · d d · d 23 were imite to some egree, an . per cent were JU ge _ ina equate. 
Ayer's 1962 study of selected mid-west institutions revealed that of 
the ninety-two responding, only twenty-seven had wheelchair students 
enrolled. Of these twenty-seven colleges and universities, .five had 
made. "sufficient adaptations to allow the. wheelchair student to func-. 
tion independently or with minimal assistance. 1124 
A general conclusion can be drawn from these surveys that progress 
· is being made, yet a great majority of our college campuses are not now 
usable by persons in wheelchairs. 
The :University of Illinois was among· the first colleges to empha-
size the elimination of architectural barriers from their campus, This 
program, begun-in 1947, has served as an example for educational. insti-
tu.tions as well as public and private interests seeking the removal of 
barriers for the disabled.~5 The University of Missouri is also noted 
22 
· . Margaret E. · Condon, "A. Survey of. Special Facilities for the · 
Physically Handicapped in the Colleges;" Personnel _and Guidance Journal, 
JOO{! (1957), p, 279. 
23Harry A. Schweikert,. "PVA.Makes Survey of Colleges for Wheelchair 
Students,". Paraplegia News, July, 1959, pp. 14-15, as .cited by Herbert 
Rusalem, Guiding the Physically Handicapped_College Student (New York, 
1962), p. 19. 
24Ayers, Rehabilitation Literature, p. 284. 
25Rigdon, Rehabilitation Record, p. 16, 
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26 for its extensive efforts in this area, Southern Illinois Univer-
sity,27 Wayne State University at Detroit, University of California at 
.28 LosAngeles, and Kansas State Teachers College at Emporia are other 
educational institutions that have made substantial contributions 
toward makingbigher education available to the physically disabled. 
In 1959, the President's Committee on Employment of the Randi-
cappe~, the National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, and the 
American Standards Association, formed an American StandardsAssocia-
tion Committee for the purpose of developing a set of standards which 
. became officially known as. American Standards Association Prpject. A-•-
117 - "Making Buildings and Faci).ities Accessible_ .!.2.,.. _and Usable ,£!, 
1 29 the Physically Handicapped~" .(see Appendix B). After a t:wo year 
study, conducted primarily \at the University of Illinois, the resulting 
I 
specifications were approve~ by the American Standards Association on 
30 October 31, 1961. 
Upon the introduction df these standards President John F. Kennedy 
made the following statement': 
We must remember that standards remain nothing more than words 
and phrases, unless they are translated into action ... To serve 
the purpose for which theywere-created, .. they must be put 
26Robert Dantona and nenjamin Tessler, '~rchitectural Barriers for 
the Handicapped: A Survey of the Law in the United States," Rehabili-
tation Literature XXVII (1967), p. 42. 
2711Wheelchairs on Campus," Performance, May, 1966, p. 6. 
28Ibid, p. 8. 
29Leon Chatelain, "Opening Public Buildings to the Handicapped," 
Rehabilitation _Record, November-December, 1961, p. 10. 
30nantona and Tessler, Rehabilitation Literature, p. 36, 
into use in designing new. public buildings and in remodeling 
.old.· The acceptance and adoption of these standards now 
becomes the business of citizens and governmental authorities 
everywhere. I am sure theywill rise to the challenge. 31 
17 
An administrative decision by the Federal Government has resulted 
in the accessibility and utilization of many, government owned and leased 
facilities, In over two hundred national parks, facilities are being 
reconstructed for the use and enjoyment of the disabled. In addition, 
buildings which involve Federal funds for construction are required to 
meet the American Standards Association's specifications. 32 
Another Federal action to promote the elimination of Architectural 
Barriers. was the appointment of the-National Commission on Architectural 
Barriers in, April, 1966. · The purpose of the commis.sion is to determine 
... to what extent architectural barriers .. impede access to or 
use of facilities in buildings of all types by the handi-
capped and,,,to what may be necessary to achieve3§he goal of 
ready •ccess to and full use of these buildings. 
Dantona and-Tessler report that the states have responded in vary-
ing degrees to the need for legislation. · As of July 1, 1966, only 
eleven states had made mandatory the standards adopted by the American 
.Standards Association.· An additional eight states had passed_ legisla-
ti.on· which· was inadequate due to "escape clauses., 11 or had. adopted the 
.standards in part only, Other states reported having legislative reso-
lutions or administrative direc.tives which were considered ineffective. 
At the time of the survey, twelve states had no existing.legislation 
3111Remove Architectural Barriers," Reprint from.The Electrical 
Worker's Journal, p, 4, 
32r:bid, 
33Leon Chatelain, "More Accessibility for Handicapped," Rehabilita-
. ti.on Record, November-December, 1966, p. 13 . 
. ·-
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concerning architectural barriers, while the status of seven states was 
34 
unknown, 
Research 
Historically, the design module in architecture has been that os 
the so called "average man." With increased interest in, and under-
standing of the disabled~ a new.module of design has begun.to emerge. 
· Research has sought to establish the general ~nd specific architectural 
needs of those persons .. with severe physical loss. · Many of the archi-
tectural guidelines thus established have been concerned primarily with 
the needs defined by the sheelchair and its user. Explanation.for this 
consideration is given.by the State·University of New·York Construction 
Fund. 
· The wheelchair with.its different mode of movement, requires 
the most stringent standards with respect to clear spaces, 
grades, the size of openings, and the accessibility of equip-
ment and conveniences. Therefore, the criteria set forth, in 
this publication are largely devoted to the needs of wheel-
chair users, not meaning. to create an effortless atmosph.ere 
for them or for other handicapped but rather to provide 
environmental assistahce,35 
·, \ I 
. A ha.sic assumption made in all research is that a standard. wheel-
chair will be used and that the person will be unassisted. The new 
principles established, therefore, have begun.with space requirements 
defined by the following: (1) the wheelchair, (2) the movement of the 
wheelchair, and (3) the average dimensions and reach of an individual 
34 
.· Dantona and Tesser, Rehabilita.tion Literature,. p. 36. 
35 state University Construction Fund, Making Facilities Accessible 
l,2_ the Physical__ly Handicapped, p. 11. 
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. h h ' 36 using t e c. air. 
Basic dimensional requirements are given under section three of 
American Standard Specifications for Making .Buildings and Facilities 
Accessible to, and Usable ~ the Physically Handicapped (see ,Appendix 
B). Goldsmith, .. in Designing for the Disabled, includes additional 
dimensional and functional space requirements essential to a deeper 
understanding of architectural needs (see·Appendix C). 37 
"American Standard. Specifications for Making Buildings and __ Facili-
ties Acces.sible to, and Usable !?.Yi, the Physically Handicapped, 38 .previ:... 
ously mentioned, includes very minimum standards for accessibility and 
utilization by wheelchair users. Its basic concern is with public 
buildings; therefore, many aspects, such as living .facili.ties and 
science laboratories that must be considered in a university program, 
. have not been discus•ed. A review of the publication reveals that in-
· formation is lacking as to detailed specifications. for such items as 
public telephones, lavatories, door handles and water fountains. · This 
lack of detailed specifications allows for fle~ibility. and. imaginative 
design;. however, it is felt that in order for a deep understanding of 
the architectural needs of wheelchair users to be obtained, reference 
mµst be made to other more specific,, or more detailed research public a-
tions, 
36 k d O Tue er, Higher E ucation, p. 3, 
37 SelWJn Goldsmith, Designing for the Disabled (2nd ed., London, 
1967), 
38A · S d .. ··d A . . A . merican· tan ar s ssociation, .· merican 
for Making Buildings and Facilities Accessible 
Phy-sically Handicapped (Chicago, 1961). 
Standard Specifications 
!£.a.. and Usable ~ the 
20 
In 1967. Part I of British Standard Code of J?ractice,. "Access for 
the Disabled to Buildings, 1139 was published'. · This 1 document .states that 
its basic concern. lies in the accessibility, of buildings for general 
bl . 40 pu Lc use. As previously stated, this limitation neglects specifi-
cations for some aspects of a college program.· A comparison of the 
American Standards specifications and the British code.indicates that 
the later British specifications are more comprehensive and detailed 
than are the more.general.American· specifications. There is no argu-
ment on general principles of design and basic specifications; however, 
a difference. is noted in specifications for specific details .. Of these, 
one of the more significant differences is that of the required clear-
opening width of. interior and extedor doors, The British Code requires 
41 
a 31 inch clear-opening . while the American minimum requirement is 32 
inches clear~.openin$, 42 Other 1:1pparent. differences could be attributed 
to generalizations made. in the American· Standards specifications. 
Designing for ·~ Disabled, by Goldsmith, gives extensive specifi-
catibns and explanations concerning the prevention of architectural 
barriers in public and private buildings. The specifications are 
accompanied by numerousillustrative drawings and charts. 
39British. Standard Institution, The Council for Codes of Practice, 
Access for the Disabled.to Public Buildings, British Standard Code of 
.Practice CP 96, 1967. · 
40tb'd 
- l. ' p, 6. 
41 Ibid, p. 14. 
42American Standards Association, American Standard Specifications 
1£!: Making Buildings and Facilities Accessible to, arid· Usable· Jz.L_ .. ~ 
Phy~ically Handicapped, p, 9. 
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From a review of these three major research publications, it is 
concluded that Goldsmith's study is much more comprehensive and detailed 
than either the American or the British set of standards. 
In 1959, Salmon and Salmon published one of the earliest research 
projects on architectural barriers - Rehabilitation Center Planning: 
An Archl.'tectural Gui.'de. 43 Th d · · · 1 d · d 1· d e es1.gn pr1.nc1.p es er1.ve were app 1.e 
to the design of rehabilitation centers but also apply to other build-
ings planned for accessibility and utilization. 
Making Facilities Accessible .to _the Physically Handicapped, 44 pub-
lished in 1967, pertains directly to the problem of accessibility and 
utilization of the college campus. From a review of the brochure, it 
can be concluded that the authors concur with the American Standard 
Association.Specifications for Making Buildings and Facilities Accessi-
ble to, ~ Usable ~. 2-Physically Handicapped, 
Other studies have contributed to a greater understanding of speci-
fie architectural needs of those persons using wheelchairs. For exam-: 
ple, Hofstra University developed an inexpensive elevator to be attached 
to the exterior of existing buildings, making upper levels accessible 
to their disabled students. 45 Another research project, conducted at 
the Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre, Oxford, England, sought to determine 
43cuthbert F. Salmon and Christine F. Salmon, Rehabilitation Center 
Planning: . An Architectural Guide (University Park, 1959). . 
44state University of New York Construction Fund, Making Facilities 
Accessible to the Physically Handicapped. 
45 Harold E. Yuker, Alfred Cohn, and.Martin A. Feldman, The Develop-
~ and Effects of .!!!!... Inexpensive Elevator for Eliminating_ Architec-
tural Barriers in Public Buildings (Hempstead, New York, 1966). 
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the relative suitability of different designs of door handles. 46 
Twenty-five of the fifty-tp.ree participant.s in the study. were confined 
47 to wheelchairs. The results of the experiments showed that lever 
48 handles were much favored over the conventional door knob. , . The handle 
chosen by 81 per cent of the participants was a lever, flattened in the 
49 horizontal plane and molded to fit the palm. 
The area of homemaking for the disabled received much early atten-,. 
v 
tion.. · A review of the research literature pertaining to the homemaker 
confined to a wheelchair reveals several outstanding publications re-
lating to specifications for kitchen planning. McCullough and Farnham 
have done extensive research on the requirements for wheelchair kit-
chens. The results were· presented inan Illinois Experiment Station 
Bulletin in 196050 and an Experiment Station Circular in 1961. 51 An-
other extensive study concerning. kitchen reqtii.rements was- conducted at 
the New York University Medica1.~enterinstitute of'P.liysical Medicine 
46P, J. R. Nichols, "Doorhandles for the Disabled: · An Assessment 
of Their Suitability, 11 Annals of Physical Medicine, VIII (1966) . 
.47 Ibid 
' 
p. 181. 
48Ibid, p. 182. 
49 Ibid 
' 
p. 183. 
50 Helen E .. McCullough and Mary B. Farnham, Space and Design .Re-
quirements for Wheelchair Kitchens (Champaign-Urbana: University of 
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 661, 1960). 
51Helen E. McCullough and Mary B. Farnham, Kitchens for Women in 
Wheelchairs (Champaign-Urbana: University of Illinois College of 
Agriculture, Extension Seryice in Agriculture and Home Economics, Cir-
cular 841, 1961). 
52 
and Rehabilitation and reported by Wheeler. 
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The Functional Home for Easier Living is another result of research 
conducted at the Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation of 
New York University Medical Center. 53 This publication presents housing 
specifications with emphasis on the needs of persons using wheelchairs. 
Many other significant publications are available concerning the 
subject of homemaking for the disabled. A brief listing of additional 
readings in this area can be found in Appendix D. 
Summary 
A review of lfterature reveals that the elimination of architec-
tural barriers is undoubtedly receiving more interest and active concern 
than at any time past. The public is recognizing physically disabled 
people as individuals and not as a category. With increased under-
standing has come awareness and concern about the barriers that exist 
in today's environment. 
The need is not to create an effortless environment, but rather to 
eliminate the senseless barriers that prohibit the pursuit of independ-
ence and productivity. Aside from.obvious social and economic advan-
tages, such an environment has many physical benefits for the able-
bodied: 
52virginia Hart Wheeler, Planning Kitchens for Handicapped~-
makers (New York: Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, 
New York University Medical Center, Rehabilitation Monograph XXVII). 
53Howard Rusk _et. a.l .. , The Functional Home for Easier Living (New 
York: The Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, New York 
University Medical Center). 
· Experience has proven time and again that designs based on the 
needs of this group will present those who do possess average 
characteristics, with an infinitely safer and more convenient 
environment at little or no additional cost. 54 
. The esthetic quality of architecture need not be sacrificed in the 
interest of accessibility and utilization. Salmon has stated that a 
"well designed building does not have to look different or unique or 
bazarre in order to serve the disabled as well as the non-disabled, 1155 
Private, local, state, and federal actions have been taken in an 
24 
effort to create an enyironment in which physically. disabled people can 
enjoy the rights and responsibilities as members of society. One major 
contribution. towards this end has been the creation of the .. American 
Standard Specifications for Making Buildings and Facilities Accessible 
~ and Usable !2.L_ the Physically Handicapped. These buildings sped-
fications have become law (inwhole or in part) in some states and have 
been adopted by other state,, Federal, and private interests. An in-
crease in educational opportunities is noted.· Many college administra-
tions have realized their responsibilities and have begun programs to 
eliminate architectural barriers on their campuses, 
The review of research publications concerning specifications for 
the prevention of architectural barriers reveals that there is a general 
consensus as to the basic requirements, but a difference of opinion as 
to specific details. The principle concern is with the proyision of 
accessibility and utilization as based on the demands of the standard 
54Edward H. Noakes, "Making Libraries Usable," Wilson Library 
Bulletin XXXX (1966), p. 852, 
55National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Proceedings of 
the National Institute £.g' Making Buildings Accessible to, and Usable £Y,, 
the Physically Handicapped, p. 43, 
wheelchair and the person using it. 
Unquestionably, much progress has been made in educating.the pub-
lic, establishing standards, and eliminating architectural barriers, 
yet much more must be done before the desired environment can be 
realized. 
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:CHAPTER III 
STANDARDS 
The review of literature revealed an agreement on basic principles, 
but a difference of opinion as to specific architectural requirements. 
No one publication gave a complete set of standards against which the 
facilities found on a college campus could be measured for accessibility 
and utilization. It was, therefore, necessary for the writer to com-
pile a set of stap.dards by forming a composite of the several standards 
reviewed that would cover.the facilities to be included in the study. 
To supplement the review of literature, visits were made to Kansas 
State Teachers College at Emporia, and the University of Illinois at 
Champaign-Urbana, to observe campus modifications, barrier-;free facili-
ties, and programs designed for the disabled college student. Observa-
tions at the Rehabilitation Center, Okmulgee, Oklahoma, and Hot Springs 
Rehabilitation at Hot Springs, Arkansas, were made to develop an under-
standing of the abilities, as well as limitations, of disabled persons. 
· The relationship of these abilities and limitations to environmental 
needs was studied. 
In an attempt to organize the findings of the various research 
studies and personal observations into a set of standards, the writer 
has selected major categories of concern and stated the basic principles 
found pertaining to each. To develop th~s set of standards, each speci-
fication was evaluated as it applied to campus facilities. In many 
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instances, this selection has been stated as a range between minimum 
and optimum measurements. The resulting set of standards was the basis 
for the survey instrument (see Appendix A) •. Where general agreement in 
the research literature was found, no attempt has been made to give 
credits to individual sources. However,. when the, information .has come 
from only one source or when there.is a disagreement as to specific 
details mentioned, footnotes have been used to credit the sources. 
Exterior 
1Entrances. All buildings used. by wheelchair students. must have at 
least one major entrance either at grade level or accessible by means 
of a ramp. In multi-level buildings this entrance should lead to a 
·floor serviced by an elevator or lift suitable for wheelchair use. 
Doors at the entrance should conform to standards set for interior and 
exterior doors. 
--(Ramps.· Any ramp to be used by persons in wheelchairs must be of 
no greater gradation than 8 per cent and have a non-slip surface. Other 
$pecifications include handrails and curbs on both $ides, sufficient 
clearance at the top and bottom, and a width adequate for the traffic 
it is to serve. Appendix E includes an illustration of most of the 
above specifications with the exception of the 2'' by 4" curbs on either 
side of the ramp. 
'-iCurbs. Street intersections must have beveled curbs to provide 
for wheelchair mobility (see Appendix E). 
f. Walks. Walks.must have an even, non-slip surface, and a width of 
at least 48". The main campus walks must be kept free of ice and snow 
at all times. 
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Parking Spaces. Reserved parking spaces should be made available 
close to all major buildings. A 12' wide space should be provided with 
1 direct access to walkways. 
Bus Service. Where distances and demand warrant, bus service 
shouJ.d be provided wheelchair students. Buses, equipped with hydraulic 
lifts, have been successfully used at several universities. 
Interior 
Doors, Door openings, design, and closer resistance frequently are 
definite barriers for wheelchair students. A 32" clear-opening is re-
quired for the movement of a wheelchair through a door. In addition to 
the width of the chair, space must be allotted for the occupant's hands 
to push the chair through the opening. The clear-opening is approxi-
mately the width of the door minus th!:! depth. Thus a 34" door could 
give a 3211 clear-opening. The use of a hospital type hinge can provide 
a larger clear-opening with the same width door (see Appendix E). 
2 Door handles must be placed about 36" to 39" from the floor, 
Lever or pull handles are easier to use than are conventional door 
knobs. Additional horizontal bars on the trailing side of the door aid 
in closing the door and should be installed where such assistance is 
3 
needed, as in toilet stalls. The resistance of door closers must not 
exceed eight to nine pounds. The placement of the doorway is extremely 
1cuthbert F. Salmon and Christine F. Salmon, Sheltered Workshops: 
An Architectural Guide (Stillwater, Oklahoma, 1966), p, 32. 
2selwyn Goldsmith, Designing for the Disabled (2nd ed., London, 
1967), p. 80. 
3Ibid, p. 81. 
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important. There must always be a minimumof 15" to 24" of unobstructed 
area next to the handle side of the door. Absence of this space makes 
it extremely difficult, or impossible, for the door to be opened. 
Dining Halls and Laboratories, Items of self-service must be 
placed within the reach of the wheelchair .student (see Appendix B and 
C). Aisle width must be adequate as defined in American Standard Speci-
fications for Making Buildings Accessible to, and Usable 1?.l...z..the Ppysi-
cally Handicapped. At lea st 30" of clear distance between floor and 
the underside of tables and desks must be provided. Other dimensions 
pertaining to tables and desks are given in Appendix E. 
AssemblX Areas. An aisle width of 60" should be provided as well 
as reserved seating sections in a.level area accessible from both the 
entrance and the speaker's platform. 
Libraries. Aisle widths of 48114 and desks with sufficient clear-
ance between floor and the underside of the desk (discussed under 
Dining Halls and Laboratories) must be provided. 
i Restrooms. The interior of any restroom should providi-for needed 
I ~ 
circulation as defiried in Appendix B. One toilet stall should be pro-
vided with sufficient width (minimum 5411 ) 5 to enable a side transfer 
onto the water closet seat. A minimum width of 36" is required for a 
6 
stall planned for frontal transfers. . The depth of stall must be at 
4state University of New York Construction Fund, Making Facilities 
Accessible~ the Physically Handicapped (Albany, 1967), p. 22. 
5Goldsmith, p. 153. 
6American Standards Association, American Standard Specifications 
for Making Buildings and Facilities Accessible !£.i_ and Usable ~ the 
Physically Handicapped (Chicago, 1961), p. 10. 
least a minimum of 56117 or a preferable 66 11 • 8 A 3211 clear-opening and 
an outward swinging door are essential as are grab rails--parallel to 
and 33" from the floor. 9 These rails must extend at least 13" from 
the front of the water closet. 10 Grab rails should be 1\" in diameter 
and have a 1\" · clearance from the wall. 11 A. 19'' to 20'' high water 
closet seat is necessary. 
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Lavatories must provide for a clearance below the apron of 30" by 
at least 18" deep. Insulated pipes protect against burns to those per-
sons who have lost sensory abilities. Mirrors and other restroom ac-
cessories must be placed with the bottom edge at the 40" level. Appen-
dix E includes illustrations of lavatory requirements. 
Bathing.Facilities. When planning dormitory bathroom facilities 
for wheelchair students, bathtubs as well as showers should be provided. 
A 19" high bathtub with an 18" deep platform at the head of the tub 
enables a transfer to be made from the chair to the tub. Where space 
is limited a detachable bath bench may be used to provide a platform. 
The surface of the tub and platform must be non-slip. Support rails 
are necessary and can be placed as shown in Appendix E. Showers should 
7rbid. 
8British Standard Institution, The Council for Codes of Practice, 
Access for the Disabled to Public Buildings, British Standard Code of 
Practice CP 96, 1967, p. 16. 
9American Standards Asi;ociation, American Standard Specifications 
~ Ml:iking Buildings and Facilities Accessible ~ ~ Usable .£l..z .. the 
Pbysically Handicapped, p. 10, 
lOGoldsmitb, p. 153. 
11American Standards Association, American Standard Specifications 
.!£! Making Buildings and Facilities Accessible to. ~ Usable ,£L. the 
Physically Handicapped, p. 10. 
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be provided with a 3' 611 by 4' oi• dressing area that is even with and 
curtained off from the adjacent bathroom area. The major considerations 
for a shower are the provision of a shower seat approximately the height 
of the chair seat (19"), diversionary shower spray with a flexible hose, 
and a threshold curb no higher than 3". The shower cubicle itself 
should be 3' by 4'9".12 
Bedrooms. The following are principle considerations for the 
planning of dormitory rooms: (1) adequate circulation space, especially 
around the bed, (2) desks with 28" by 30" high chair _clearance, (3) 
closet rods 48 11 high13 , and (4) usable storage, dresser, and mirror. 
Elevators. Every multi-story building must be equipped with an 
elevator usable by the wheelchair student. This requires a passenger 
elevator with 60" by 60" or 63" by 56" interior space. Controls within 
14 
reach (48") and an eight second clear-opening.time are also re-
quired.15 
Telephones. Where public telephones are available, there should . ·· 
be at least one usable by the person in a wheelchair. This utilization 
.involves adequate chair clearance and a receiver no more than four feet 
from the floor (see Appendix E). 
12Goldsmith, p. 131. 
13Howard Rusk _et al, The Functional Home for Easier Living (New 
York:· The Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, New York 
University Medical Center), p. 11. 
14 
American StandardsAssociation, American Standard Specifications 
for Making Buildings and_ Facilities Accessible~ and Usable~- the 
Physically Handicapped, p. 7. 
15 Goldsmith, p. 94. 
Water Fountains. The utilization of water fountains requires a 
wall mounting with the basin no higher than 36" above the floor and 
space for the wheelchair foot rest beneath. 
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C~PTER .. IV 
INTERPREl'ATION OF DATA 
The analysis and summary of the data obtained from this study are 
presented in this chapter. The first section pertains to the identifi-
cation and the extent of architectural barriers on the campus. Problems 
that the barriers create for the student using awheelchair will be 
discussed in the second section of the chapter. 
The campus faci,litieswere chosen to include those used in the 
pursuit of two selected four year curricula and those used in extra-
curricular activities. Curricula schedules used in the study:were de-
rived from eight semesters of work followed by a student in each of the 
curricula. 
The Identification and Extent of Barriers 
The data concerning architectural barriers have been divided into 
the following three categories: (1) campus grounds, (2) building ac-
cess, and (3) building interiors. The findings relating to the first 
category, campus grounds, are discussed as a whole without regard.to 
different curricula use .. In.this section the data includes the barriers 
found and the degree of accessibility. or utilization of thE:!se facili-
ties. The degrees of accessibility or utilization are defined below. 
Definition of Terms 
In the analysis of the data the following terms have been assigned 
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to describe various degrees of accessibility and utilization, 
Accessible =·· facilities to which a wheelchair user can gain inde-
pendent entrance to the main area without difficulty or danger. 
Limited. Access -- facilities to which a wheelchair user can gain 
independent entrance to the main area with minimum difficulty and/or 
danger. 
Minimum Access -- facilities to which a wheelchair user cannot 
gain independent entrance to the main area without difficulty and/or 
danger. 
Non~accessible -- facilities to which a wheelchair user can not 
gain entrance to the main area.without dependence on the able-bodied. 
Full Utilization -- conditi,ons all0wing wheelchair users' inde-
pendent use of facilities without difficulty or danger. 
Limited Utilization -- conditions allowing wheelchair users only 
limited independent use of facilities, or use with difficulty and/or 
danger. 
Lack of Utilization -- condi.tions prohibiting wheelchair users 
independent use of facilities. 
Campus Grounds 
The first area of study is that of architectural barriers that 
impede mobility on the campus grounds, The barriers recorded in this 
category have.been identified on the campus map in Appendix F. Of 
these barriers the most serious and obvious ones recorded are the curbs 
at ma.jor pedestrian crosswalks. It was noted that no curbs are beveled 
to meet the needs of the wheelchair user. Curbs were also recorded 
surrounding parking lots, thus obstructing the direct path from a 
parked car to the major sidewalk or building. A lack of sufficient 
35 
Figure l, Curbs at Major Crossing 
Figure 2, Exterior Steps Hamper Mobility on Campus 
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width of parkin~ spaces and the absence of reserved spaces in areas of 
greatest safety are concluded to be major hazards to the disabled stu-
dent. 
The most frequently.recorded barrier on the campus grounds was 
that of surface .irregularities in the·walks. Abrupt changes in level 
were present at the intersections of walks and in older walks where 
portions of the concrete had settled. These·surface irregularities 
present hazards to the able-bodied as well as the disabled, (As the 
researcher was recording one such barrier, two able-bodied students, in 
their hurry to class, stumbled over the one inch difference in the level 
in the walk.) Serious cracks and graveled areas were recorded, as well 
as areas where the walk surface was slippery. Steps in the walkway are 
obvious obstructions to wheelchair mobility. 
Any tabulation to determine the degree of utilization for the cam-
pus grounds would be invalid due to the lack of information concerning 
the exact use of each section of the grounds. However, from a review 
of the map in Appendix Fit can be concluded that the campus grounds 
could be considered to have no more than limited utilization. 
Building Access 
Architectural barriers that obstruct independent access to build-
ings constitutes the second area of study. All entrances to the build-
ings included in the study were examined, the barriers recorded, and 
the buildings classified according to the degree of accessibility of 
the most accessible entrance. The classification of the individual 
buildings included in the study is as follows: 
· Accessible -- Kerr and Drummond Residence Halls. 
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Limited Access -- Classroom Building, North Engineering, Library, 
Student Union, and Business Building. 
Minimum Access -- Whitehurst, Home Economics East, and South Engi-
neering. 
Non-accessible -- Monroe Home Management House, Child Development 
Laboratory, Bennett Chapel, University Auditorium, Gundersen, Field 
House, Morrill, Life Science, Physical Science, and Home Economics West, 
The frequency of occurrence of specific barriers at the selected 
entrances has been tabulated according to the classification of the 
buildings as given above, Data given in Table I indicate, in addition 
to the frequency of occurrence, the relative significance of barriers 
in determining the degree of accessibility of the entrance, The over-
all frequency of occurrence of the barriers in all of the buildings 
included in the survey has also been given in this Table. 
The most obvious and serious barrier to independent access to 
campus buildings is the presence of exterior and/or interior steps at 
the entrances. The second most formidable barrier found at entrances 
is the lack of sufficient clear-opening of the exterior doorways. This 
obstruction.is noted in. older buildings where the entrances have not 
been remodeled recently. These entrances are equipped with double doors 
having center posts, thus making the clear-opening extremely narrow. 
Entrances that have been recently remodeled often provide sufficient 
clear-opening but have employed glass doors that present hazards to 
many persons using wheelchairs. Dimensions shown in Appendix C indicate 
that a distance of over nine inches from the floor to the glass should 
be provided to prevent the danger of the glass being broken from con-
tact with the foot rest of the wheelchair, It was noted that seven 
TABLE I 
BARRIERS FOUND AT ENTRANCES OF VARIOUS DEGREES OF ACCESSIBILITY 
Limited Minimum Non-
Accessible Access Access Accessible 
Number % Number % · Number % Number % 
N=2 N=5 N=3 N=lO 
I. Approach 
.Step or Steps 
- -
- . -
- - - - - - - -
6 60 
Incline 
- - - - - - - -
1 33' 
- - - -
II .. Platform 
.Depth· 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
1 10 
Step at door - - - - - - - - 1 33 4 40 
Surface - - - - 1 20 . - - - - 1 10 
III. Door 
·--Closer resistance - - - - 3 60 2 66 8 80 
Handle height - - - - 1 20 1 33 2 20 
Handle design 
- - - - - - - -
1 33 2 20 
Clearance to glass 
- - - -
4 80 
. - -
- -
2 20' 
Clear-opening 
- - - - - - - -
1 33 3 30'. 
. Threshold 
. - -
- -
2 40, 1 33 1 10 
Inside clearance 
- - -· - - . - - - - - - -
1 10 
Interior steps 
-· - - - - - - - - - - -
2 20;;, 
Tot.;il 
Survei:ed 
Numlrer % 
N=20 
6 30· 
1 5 
1 5 
5 25 
2 10 
13 65 
4 20 
3 ·. 15 
6 30 
4 20 
4 20 
1 5 
2 10, 
w 
00 
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inches from floor to glass was the greatest allowance made in the newly 
installed doors. Door handle design and height are other barriers 
found in the older entrances. The resistance of door closer.s, making 
.the door seem extremely heavy, is another factor contributing to inac-
cessibility of buildings. 
The significance of architectural barriers at the entrances to the 
buildings included in the study can best be realized through an analysis 
of the degree of accessibility of these buildings in relationship to 
the overall sample and to the individual curriculum. The data presented 
in Table II show that of the twenty buildings surveyed, half were judged 
totally inaccessible. The two accessible buildings recorded owe their 
accessibilityto the common entrance of the two dormitories.included in 
the study; therefore.one entrance, serving two buildings, is repre-
sent ed. 
TABLE II 
ACCESSIBILITY OF BUILDINGS SURVEYED 
Number Percent N=20 
Accessible 2 10 
Limited Access 5 25 
Minimum-Access 3 15 
Non-accessible 10 50 
Buildings entered strictly for extra-curricular activities have 
been separated from those entered for class activities. The 
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Figure 3. Double Doors Lack Needed Clear-Opening 
Figure 4, Present Water Fountains are Barriers 
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accessibility of these buildings is presented in Table :UI. The t.wo 
living facilities represent the t.wo accessible buildings while the 
Student Union has been classified as accessible with qri.nimum difficulty 
and the Chapel has been classified as totally·inaccessible. 
TABLE.III 
ACCESSIBILITY OF BUILDINGS ENTERED FOR 
EXTRA- CURRICULAR .. ACTIVITIES 
.Accessible 
Limited Access 
Minimum Access 
.Non-accessible 
Number 
N=16 
2 
1 
. 1 
Percent· 
so~· 
25' 
. 25'. . 
Buildings entered for class activities include several ~lsoused 
for extra-curricular activities, the University Auditorium, the Field 
House, and the Monroe Management House, which is used as a living facil-
ity. The fact that entrance to each of these buildings is required for 
·class activity places them in the category.of a classroom building. 
The accessibility of those buildings entered for class activities. is 
shown in Table. IV. It is noted that the majority of these buildings 
were non-accessible, although one-fourth were accessible·with minimum 
difficulty and/or danger. 
The degree of accessibility of those· builciings entered for class 
activity in each curriculum is presented in Table V. These data.vary 
only slightly from that given.in the preceding.Table IV concerning the 
total of all classroom buildings included in the study, 
TABLE IV 
ACCESSIBILITY OF BUILDINGS ENTERED FOR CLASS MEETINGS 
Accessible 
Limited Access 
Minimum Access 
Non-accessible 
.TABLE V 
Number 
·N=16 
4 
3 
9 
Percent 
ACCESSIBILITY OF BUILDINGS ENTERED FOR CLASS MEETINGS 
IN EACH CURRICULUM 
H.E.E.D, Economics 
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Number 
·N=15 
Percent Number 
N=9 
Percent 
Accessible 
Limited.Access 
Minimum Access 
Non-accessible 
4 
2 
9 
17' 
13 
60' 
·6 
1 
2 
67 
11 
22 
The frequency of entering buildings of various degrees of accessi-
bility is perhaps the greatest indication.of the significance of bar-
riers encountered by wheelchair users, Data concerning frequency of 
entrance have been organized according to each curriculum and. for the 
combination of the two curricula. Table VI presents this information 
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for the two different curricula while the data concerning the combina-
tion of curricula are shown in Table VII. The variance in the data is 
primarily due to the accessibility of the major buildings in each curri-
culu!ll. 
TABLE VI 
FREQUENCY OF BUILDING ENTERED FOR CLASS MEETINGS 
· IN EACH CURRICULUM 
H.E.E.D. Economics 
Number Percent Number 
N=226 N=224 
Accessible 
Limited Access 52 23 180 
Minimum Access 22 10 2 
Non-accessible 122 67 42 
TABLE VII 
FREQUENCY OF BUILDING ENTERED FOR CLASS MEETINGS 
IN COMarNATION OF CURRICULA 
Accessible 
Limited Access 
Mi.nimum Access 
Non-accessible 
Number 
·N=450 
232 
24 
194 
Percent 
52 
5 
43 
Percent 
80' 
1 
19 
It should be remembered that these data represent the accessibility 
of the main area .of the building and not that of the class meeting area, 
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Therefore, although a building entrance may provide minimum accessibil-
ity, the class meeting areas may actually be more acces.sible thah simi-
lar areas in builclings of less entrance accessibility. This factor will 
be discussed in more detail later. 
Building Interiors 
The third area of concern is that of architectural barriers that 
interfere.with the full and independent use of buildings and the facil-
. ities contained within the buildings. Use of the interior of buildings 
has been sub-divided into the·following four general categories: (1) 
interior circulation, (2) class, living, and activity areas, (3) rest-
rooms, and (4) water fountains and telephones. 
Corridors, elevators and doors are included in the first category 
of interior circulation. In most buildings corridors.were found to 
meet the needs of the disabled. Exceptions to this statement were: 
(1) obsiructions (e.g. display cases, coat racks, tables, etc.) that 
hamper swift movement of traffic, (2) slippery floors.in the Student 
Union, parts of the dormitories and the chemistry laboratories, and (3) 
partitions installed. in the first. and. third floor corri<iors of Home 
Economics West. The Student Union presents several major corridor 
barriers for the disabled, Aside from the obstructions and slippery 
surfaces cited above, steps connecting different levels of the second., 
third and fourth floors prohibit access to the Student Union Theater, 
the third floor lounges, and all major activity areas on the fourth 
floor. 
The absence of elevators and the design of existing ones create 
the .most serious and prevalent interior circulation obstacle for persons 
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in wheelchairs. Datain Table VIII indicate the lack of elevator ser-
vice in almost half of the buil<iings where access might be needed to 
upper levels. In one.building this service was available in. one part 
of thebuildingbut lacking in another.· The building was therefore 
.recorded as lacking the availability of elevator service to all floors 
of the building. 
TABLE VIII 
AVAILABILITY OF ELEVATORS IN. BUILDINGS 
WHERE•NEEDED 
Available 
Not available 
Number 
N=l6 
9 
7 
Percent 
56' 
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In Table IX it is noted that the elevater service avi;:lilable is 
usable only with difficulty and/or danger. In no,instance were controls 
placed within the reach.of a person sitting in a wheelchair. However, 
it was noted that only one elevator did not provide the necessary in-
terior space. 
Availability of elevator service in buildings used for class activ-
ities has been.tabulated in Table X. The data shown reveal that in 
more than half of the classroom buildings where access is needed to 
upper levels this service is not available. When consideration is 
given to the different needs.of the two curricula studied. it is noted 
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that in both instances elevator service was absent in half of the 
classroom buildings where access to the upper levels was needed. 
Full 
Lack 
TABLE IX 
UTILIZATION OF AVAILABLE ELEVATORS 
Height of Controls Sufficient Space 
Number Percent Number 
N=9 N=9 
utilization 0 0 8 
of utilization 9 100 1 
TAl3LE X 
AVAILABILITY OF ELEVATORS IN CLASS MEETING 
BUILDINGS WHERE NEEDED 
H.E.E.D, Economics 
Space 
89'. 
ll'.' 
Combination of 
Curricula 
Number 
N·=12 
Percent Number · 
N=8 
Percent 
. ) 
"Number Percent 
N=l3 
Elevators 
available 
Elevators not 
available 
6 
6 
50' 4 
50'. 4 
50 6 46'', 
50 7 54' .. 
As previously stated, the significance of barriers can only be 
realized when frequency of use is considered. When related to the 
availability of elevator service, this means the comparison of the fre-
quency of need for such service and the frequency with which this need 
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is,,to some degree, met, Data concerning.the frequency with which ele-
vator service is needed in each curriculum and.in the combination of 
the curriculum is given in Table XI. A review. of this data clearly 
shows that the accessibility of 68 per cent of the class meetings de-
pends upon this service. Data also reveal that this service (with 
limited utilization) is available 59 per cent of the times needed, It 
is also noted that there is little difference.in frequency of need be-
tween the two curriculum. 
TABLE XI 
'.FREQUENCY OF NEED FOR ELEVATOR SERVICE 
H.E.E,D. Economics Combination of Curricµla 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
N=230 N=231 . N=461 
Elevators needed 158 68 155 6T 313 68 
Elevators not 
needed 72 32 76 33 148 32 
. The above data est.ablished the need for elevator service in both 
. curriculum studied, The avail.;ibility. of this service when needed is 
presented i.n Table XII and Table XIII. A significant difference in the 
availability of elevator service in the two curriculum is noted, . In 
the Economics curriculum there is a lack of service in a .. little over 
one-half of the instances.in which it is needed. This lack is noted in 
over one-fourth of the instances in which the Home Economics Education 
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curriculum requires the elevator service, This comparison is interest-. 
ing when the d~ta concerning the degree of accessibility of entrances 
required in each curriculum is remembered. It may be noted here that 
while the Economics curriculum.offered the greater accessibility to 
buildings, the accessibility of its class meeting areas is considerably 
less than that offered in Home Economics Education . 
. ~BLE XII 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH THE NEED FOR ELEVATOR SERVICE IS MET 
H.E.E.D. Economics Combination of Curricula 
Number .Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
N=158 N=l55 N=313 
Available 111 71 75 48' 186 59' 
Not available 47 29 80 52 127 41 
T.A,BLE XI II 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH ELEVATOR SERVICE.IS PROVIDED 
Available when 
needed 
Not available when 
needed 
Not needed 
H.E.E.D. 
Number Percent 
N=230 
111 49 
47 20. 
72 31 
Economics 
Number Percent 
N=231 
75 32 
80 35 
76 33 
Combination of 
Curricµla 
Number Percent 
N=461 
. 186 40 
127 28 
148 32 
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The only buildings classified as extra-curricular that required 
elevator service were· the residence halls. Both of these buildings 
were equipped with elevators; however, as. in all other cases they•had 
only limited utilization due to the high placement of the controls. 
Doors are another prevalent barrier for whe.elchair users. Interior 
doors.were identified as barriers in all buildings surveyed (see Table 
XIV). Of the sixty-eight classroom .doors included in the survey, none 
met the standards that indicate full utilization. In classroom build-
ings it was.observed that single doors usually had the necessary clear-
· epening width but had knob handles instead ef the desired pull er lever 
designs. Dou.ble doers had the desired handles but lacked the necessary 
· clear-opening widt~. The. lack of sufficient unobstructed area (15 
inches) adjacent to the handle.on the opening side of the door was 
another commonly found barrier. 
TABLE XIV 
· DEGREE OF UTILIZATION OF CLASSROOM DOORS SURVEY:ED 
H.ll:, E.D. Economics C6'mbiti.ati6n of · Curricula 
Number · Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
N=48 N=32 N=68 
Full utilization 
Limited 'utilization 26 56 22 69' 39 57 
Lack of.utilization 22 44 10 31 . 29 43 
Utilization of class, living, and activity areas was found to vary 
considerably. Classrooms present relatively few. barriers for the 
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wheelchair student (see Table XV). Lecture rooms usually, have flexible 
seating arrangements and the large auditoriums have space available 
that can be used for wheelchairs. Amphitheater arrangements found in 
the Business Building and in Old Physical Science are excE:!ptions in 
that the level differences prohibit safe and convenient arrangements 
for the wheelchair. Access to the speakers' platform is a common 
although a less significant barrier than the. lack of space. Labora-
tories, however, present many barriers. There is an almost total lack 
of utilization in science laboratories due to the height of benches and 
the placement of supplies and controls. Food, clothing construction, 
and art laboratories lack utilization due to the lack of circulation 
space, chair space under tables, access to equipment, and use of various 
facilities within the roo~. 
TABLE XV 
DEGREE OF UTILIZATION OF CLASSROOMS SURVEYED 
H.E.E,D. 
Number Percent 
N=48 
Full utilization . 20 
Limited utilization 15 
Lack of utilization 13 
42 
31 
21 
Economics 
· Number Percent 
N=32 
15 
16 
1 
47 
50 
3 
Combination. of 
Curricula 
Number Percent 
N=68 
31 
24 
13 
46 
35 
19 
It was concluded that living facilities surveyed have limited 
utilization. Circulation space was available, but requirements for 
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deskl> dressersl> mirrors)) and closet rods were not met and thus repre-
sent barriers, Activity areas within the dormitories surveyed also 
lacked full utilization 3 in that the Kerr-Drummond Complex lounge was 
accessible only with difficulty and considerable inconvenience, 
Cafeterias in the dormitories and in the Student Union pre.sent 
barriers that make independent utilization impossible. Self-service 
items are placed past the reach limitations, some aisles are generally 
wide enough for straight travel but not for turns, and the space be-
tween the floor and table does not allow the needed 30 inch clearance, 
It is therefore concluded that those dining facilities examined offered 
limited utilization. 
Other activity areas include the University Auditorium (included 
in the discussion of class areas), the first floor of the Field House, 
and Bennett Chapel. The width of the ticket lines at the entrances of 
the Field House presents difficulty in entering the main area, For 
most activities, seating space can be arranged without difficulty; 
however, access to the speaker 1 s platform is not available. The main 
part of Bennett Chapel would be usable except for a difference.in level 
of the entrance and the assembly area. 
The s'l,lrvey included at least one restroom in every building. As 
might be expected, the findings indicated uniformity in the placement 
of fixtures. Therefore, similar barriers were found in all restrooms, 
Lavatories were discovered to· lack the necessary chair clearance. Data 
j 
.in Table .XVI indicate that this barrier is caused by absence of height 
but not depth. Chair clearance is a requirement for full or limited 
utilization; therefore 3 placement of the lavatory was recorded as an 
architectural barrier in all of the restrooms included. in the study. 
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For many wheelchair users a serious barrier is the height of the 
water closet. It was found that in all instances this height was lower 
than the required 19=20 inches. The mounting of the water closet was 
of less significance in that 54 per cent were·wall mounted and thus 
allowed the necessary. space for the footrest. The remaining 46 per 
cent~ however, would present difficulties in frontal transfer attempts 
(see Table XVII). 
TABLE XVI 
CAUSES FOR DEGREE OF UTILIZATION OF 
CHAIR CLEARANCE AT.LAVA~ORIES 
Height Depth 
Full utilization 
Limited utilization 
Lack of utilization 
Number 
N=26 
26 
Percent 
100 
TABLE XVII 
Number 
N=26 
19 
3 
4 
Percent 
73 
. 12 
15 
CAUSES FOR DEGREE OF UTILIZATION OF WATER CLOSET 
Full utilization 
Lack of utilization 
Height 
Number 
N=26 
26 
Percent 
100 
Mounting 
Number 
· N=26 
. 14 
12 
. Percent 
54 
46 
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Width and depth of toilet st131ls are also important factors, It 
was found that the depth was adequate in the majority of instances, but 
that the width.of the stall was a significant barrier. Data in Table 
XVIII disclose that.in ad~ition to these,barriers there was a complete 
absence of grab.· bars in the stalls inspected, The interior of the 
stalls would therefore have.to be concluded as having a_ lack of utili-
zatiot1, 
TABLE·· XVIII 
CAUSES FOR·DEGREE.oF-UTILIZATION.OF- TOILET STALLS 
Depth - Width Presence of Grab Bars 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
.N=24 N=24 N=24 
Full utilization _14 58 4 17 
Limited utilization 2 8 9- 38 _., 
Lack of utilization 8 34 11 45 24 100 
Another serious barrier found in all restrooms is that of inacce_s-
sible toilet stalls, For a stall to be accessible, it must have a clear-
- opening width of 32 inches and an outward swinging door. As:indicated 
in- Table XIX, this combination, of requirements was not _found in any, of 
the restrooms, Therewere two instances in which therewas no stall 
for the water closet. However, data in Table XIX reveal that in nei:ther 
of these caseswas circ1;1lationspace adequate-to enable access·te the 
-water closet, It is therefore evident that, although circulation space 
was not a significant barrier in most cases, the combination of total 
space and stall barriers make all water closets included in the study 
inaccessible. 
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The two living facilities included in the study were identical in 
all respects. It was found that the bathrooms in these facilities pro-
vided showers but that there were no bathtubs available for student use. 
The showers did not meet the specifications that insure independent use 
and are usable only with extreme difficulty and danger by most persons 
in wheelchairs. It is therefore concluded that all of the restrooms 
surveyed could be considered to offer a complete lack of utilization as 
previously defined, 
Water fountains and telephones are facilities often lacking in 
utilization. Data in Table XX indicate the major reason for this lack 
of utilization in water fountains is the height of the basin from the 
floor, 
Full utilization 
Lack of utilization 
Full utilization 
Lack of utilization 
TABLE XIX 
CAUSES OF ACCESSIBILITY OF WATER CLOSET 
Clear- Swing Circulation 02ening Seace 
Number % Number % .Number % 
N=24 N=24 N=2 
1 4 
23 96 24 100 2 100 
TABLE XX 
CAUSES FOR DEGREE OF UTILIZATION OF WATER.FOUNTAINS 
Basin Controls · Mounti11g 
Number % Number % Number % 
N=l6 N=l6 N=16 
1 6 15 94 15 94 
15 94, 1 6 1 6 
Grab Bars 
Number % 
N=2 
2 100 
Approach 
Number % 
N=l6 
11 69 
5 31 
VI 
VI 
Figure 5. Existing Te l ephones Cannot be Used From 
a Wheelchair 
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Only five builc:lings. were found. to offer any public telephone ser-
vice, Since it is impossible to use a booth from a wheelchair, only 
wall mounted telephones were.included in the study. Of the telephones 
examined none.was found usable. Data concerning this lack of utiliza-· 
·tion is found.in Table XXL . It is noted that height is again the prin-
ciple barrier prohibiting use of the facility. 
TABLE•XXI 
CAUSES FOR DEGREE.OF UTILIZATION OF PUBLIC TELEPHONES 
Height of Receiver Sufficient Chair Clearance 
Number Percent Number Percent 
N=4 N=l 
Full utilization 0 1 100' 
Lack.of utilization 4 100 
.The Problems Created by Barriers 
· This section of Chaptei::· IV will be concerned with problems created 
by the presence of architectural barriers on the campus, . It. is .. obvious 
from the previous discussion that architectural barriers do exist and 
are present in great numbers on the campus. It is al.so obvious that 
their presence would create.many problems for students using.wheel-
chairs. A review of the map in Appendix F clearly reveals the limited 
utilization. of the campus grounds. · Assistance is needed in crossing 
all streets, The alternative to this. is the use of streets and 
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driveways. The heavy campus traffic makes this extremely hazardous, A 
wheelchair is relatively small, can be easily hidden behind cars, and 
is therefore in danger of being hit in traffic areas, 
Aside from danger and the loss.of independence, a definite time 
factor is involved in traveling across campus, In order .to avoid curbs, 
unlevel sidewalks, and steps, maµy devious arid time and energy con-
suming "detours" must be made to get to abuilding perhaps only a few 
feet away. Appendix F includes a sample ofene of the routes a student 
must take to class to avoid architectural barriers cempared with the 
route an able-bodied person might take to the same. building. It is a 
common practice to schedule an hour between classes to enable the stu~ 
dent to get to class on time. An effect on the number of hoursa stu-
dent could carry and the time and energy remaining for study is 
unavoidable, 
Data in,Table II reveal that wheelchair students would have to be 
completely dependent on able-bodied "friends" for access to half of the 
buildings they must use. There are no classroom buildings completely 
accessible although one-fourth are accesi;;ible with minimum difficulty 
and/or danger (see Table IV). However, for an average of 43 per cent 
of the class meetings attended, considerable assistance would. be needed 
to enter the buildings since more than one-half of the class meeting 
·. buildings are totally inaccessible (see Tables IV and VII). The. only 
buildings to which there.is complete and independent access are the 
residence halls included in the study. It is interesting that even in 
these buildings a wheelchair student must depend upon. others for .some 
degree of assistance in operating elevators, using restroom facilities, 
making a telephone call, and using the cafeteria services, 
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During the fall semester of 1967 a student in a wheelchair would 
have found it impossible .(without complete dependence on the able-
bodied) to attend any of the twenty-eight "extra-curricular'; cultural 
events.in the University Auditorium, the Student·Union Theater, the 
Field House, and the Prairie Playhouse as listed in the College of Arts 
and Sciences "Arts Calendar." The above buildings or areas were all 
totally, inacces.sible for attendance at these events, many of which 
could have been required for class activity. 
Table XIII noted that 28 per cent of the class meeti,ngs were inac-
cessible due to the lack of elevator service. Therefore, students in 
wheelchairs would be faced with having to ask others to carry them up 
at least one flight of steps to an average of 28 per cent of the class 
meetings. For 40 per cent of the class meetings assistance would be 
needed in using the elevator, The design of science laboratories pro-
hibits students from independent work; thus, the knowledge and under-
standing for which the laboratory exercises are designed may not be 
gained. 
There is no doubt that architectural barriers create many signifi-
cant economic, academic, and social problems for the student in a 
wheelchair. For some students the difficulty may require the employ-
ment of an assistant .. or an extra semester or year to corpplete require-
ments. Some curricula might prove impractical for students to enter 
although employment following graduation would be available, Grades 
could suffer due to unnecessary time and energy spent getting around 
campus. The inaccessibility of cultural events would also affect the 
academic advancement of the student. Although not measurable and not 
actually included in the study, social problems created by these 
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physical barriers must also be realized. 
During the spring of 1967 a campus.wide survey of offices, and 
fifty-seven living groups revealed that only five students, or .03 per 
cent of the student population of 14,676 were using wheelchairs. In-
formation concerning the percentage of the college age group using 
wheelchairs is not available. However, it is estimated that one in 
seven Americans are affected by architectural barriers. It would then 
seem that a much larger percentage of the student population would be 
wheelchair users. When consideration is given to the extent of archi-
tectural barriers and.the problems they create for students on the 
campus it can be concluded that these barriers could easily prohibit or 
giscourage potential students from attenging Oklahoma State University 
at Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
CHAPTER V 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 
The study indicated that certain modifications would be required 
to facilitate wheelchair students on the Oklahoma State University's 
campus in Stillwater. Recommendations for these modifications have 
been formulated and presented here. Illustrations, in the form of maps 
and drawings, supplementing this discussion, can be found in Appendixes 
F and G. 
Campus Grounds 
As previously stated, wheelchair users have only limited utiliza-
tion of the campus grounds. The map in Appendix F has been marked to 
include most of the following recommendations. Of major importance is 
the construction of curb inclines at principal crosswalks on campus to 
insure independent and safe circulation. Ideally these inclines should 
not protrude into the street and should not have a gradation over 10 
per cent. Due to heating systems installed under the walks on campus, 
there are many places where any incline made must protrude into the 
street and therefore have a shorter and steeper slope than desired, 
The construction of inclined walks to avert or remove ·steps in the 
major walkways, and repair and evening of existing walks are other im-
portant modif·ications that must be made to the campus gro.unds. Initia-
tion of maintenance policies to keep major walks clear of sleet and 
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snow is essential. In addition, the provision of 12' wide parking 
spaces in all lots adjacent to major buildings must be made as the de-
mand warrants. These spaces should be located in areas of greatest 
safety, close to a curb incline. 
Exterior of Buildings 
Modifications recommended for the exterior of the buildings pri-
marily pertains to (1) the extension of entrance platforms, (2) the 
construction of ramps, and (3) the provision of suitable doors and door-
ways. The survey disclosed that only two buildings were classified as 
being accessible, It is, therefore, evident that some degree of modifi-
cation would be needed at entrances to all other buildings. These 
remaining buildings are listed according to degree of accessibility and 
a brief summary of t.he modifications recommended for each follows ( see 
Appendix G): 
Home Economics West ,(nqn .. accessible) 
1. Construct a new entrance on the east side of the north 
wing of the central buildings that would conform to entrance 
standards for accessibility. 
2. Construct a permanent ramp leading to the above mentioned 
entrance. 
Physical Science (non-accessible) 
l; Add 16' kickplates to the inside of the existing doors 
at the north entrance. 
2. Build a permanent ramp leading to the north entrance of 
Physical Science. 
3. Construct a walkway from the above mentioned ramp to 
the walk on the west side of the building. 
·. Gundersen (non-accessible) 
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1. Eliminate the step in the approach to the north entrance 
by constructing an inclined walk. 
2. Install a 16' kickplate on the inside of the door to 
protect the glass from-accidental breakage. 
3. Reduce door resistance caused by the door closer to meet 
the needs. of the wheelchair student. 
Bennett Chapel (non-accessible) 
1. Constru~t an. incline or ramp to meet the threshold level 
of the east entrance. 
2. Replace the double doors with a single door supplying 
.the clear-opening, handle, and door closer requirements. 
University Aupitoritim (non-accessible) 
1. Include an accessible entrance in the future remodeling 
of the buildings, The Auditorium, as it now exists, is accessible 
only by a long flight of .steps. The present doors do not fulfill 
the requirements ;for accessibility. This detail must al.so· be 
considered in the.remodeling of the building . 
... Life Science (non-accessible) 
1. Extend the exterior platform at the southwest .entrance 
to allow for a. ramp t;tlong. the south side of the building.. Such 
a ramp would not interfere with cross traffic on the walk. 
2. B1;1ild the above mentioned ramp andconstruct awalk 
connecting the ramp with the walk on the south side of the build-
ing. 
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Morrill Hall (non-accessible) 
1. Extend the exterior platform at the west entrance and 
build an incline to eliminate the step at the doorway. 
2. Reduce the resistance caused by the door closer to no 
more than eight pounds of pressure. 
Field House (non-accessible) 
1. Extend the platform at the center east entrance to allow 
for the construction of a permanent ramp to that entrance. 
2. Replace the double door with a single door that meets 
the requirements for accessibility. 
Monroe Home Management House (non-accessible) 
1. Extend the exterior platform to make a ramp possible 
to the f~ont entrance. 
2. Construct the ramp to the front entrance. 
Whitehurst (accessible with difficulty and/or danger) 
1. Replace the double doors at the southwest entrance with 
a single door giving the required clear-opening width. 
Home Economics East (accessible with difficulty and/or danger) 
1, Remove the screen doors at the east entrance. 
2. Adjust the door closer to the required eight pounds 
pressure, 
South Engineering (accessible with difficulty and/or danger) 
1, Reconstruct the ramp at the northwest entrance ta the 
building to provide a slope no greater than 8 per:cent and to 
meet other requirements set for ramps. 
Business Building (accessible with minimum difficulty and/or 
danger) 
1. Add. 16" kickplates to the ini;;ide of the doors at the 
east entrance to protect the glass from breakage. 
2. Reduce the resistance.of the door closer at the east 
entrance to enable those with. loss of strength to enter. 
Classroom B1.1ilding (accessible with minimum difficulty and/or 
danger) 
1. Adjust the door closers to permit ease of opening the 
door, 
2. Replace present threshold with one with a gradual in-
cline and a height no greater than three-fourths of an. inch. 
Student Union (accessible with minimum difficulty. and/or danger) 
1. · Add 16M kickplates on the inside of all doors at. the 
northwest entrance, 
Library (accessible with minimum difficulty and/or danger) 
1. Reduce the resistance of the door .closers at the north 
entrance and add 16" kickplates to the inside of these doors. 
North Engineering (accessible with minimum difficulty and/or 
danger) 
1. Add 16" kickplates to the inside of the west doors. 
Interior ot Buildings 
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Architectural barriers were found in all of the buildings surveyed, 
Many of these barriers.were found so often that general recommendations 
for their elimination can be made. These recommendations apply to 
almost c:111 buildings. Corridor9: in most of the buildings have obstruc-
tions such as tables, display cases, coat racks, and doors that swing 
._ into the corridor; these could either be removed from the ha 1 lway or 
placed in recessed or other protected areas. · However,. in many 
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instances, water fountains are necessary corridor obstructions. Since 
most recessed water fountains do not provide the necessary space for a 
wheelchair approach, they are not usable. It is recommended that exist-
ing water fountains be lowered or that additional ones be installed at 
the level of 36" from floor to basin. In C!:lses where this is not feasi-
ble, paper cup dispensers no higher that 40" from the floor ·should be 
provided. Telephones are other items not usable by the disabled. In 
all instances where a need for public telephones is recognized, one 
telephone should be available for use from a wheelchair. Specifications 
for such telephones are shown in Appendix E. 
Door, doorways, and hardware properly chosen and installed can 
eliminate many interior barriers. When necessary, doorways should be 
, modified to provide for a 32" clear-opening. Only one side of double 
doors can be operated from a wheelchair; therefore, a 32" clear-opening 
must be provided for each side. The installation of hospital type 
hinges can usually provide an additional 2" clear-opening; however, in 
some instances the doorway may need to be widened. Door closers should 
be adjusted to require no more than 8 pounds pressure. Conventional 
door knobs should be replaced by lever or pull hardware and all handles 
placed within the range of 36" to 39" from the floor. 
All restrooms should provide facilities for wheelchair students. 
This, many times, can be accomplished through the combination of two 
stalls to provide one of suitable width. Grab bars, wide doors with 
outward swing, and water closets of suitable design and mounting should 
be installed. At least one lavatory in ea6h restroom should be raised 
to provide 30" clearance from floor to apron. Towel dispensors, mir;,. 
rors, and shelves should be lowered to heights no greater than 40 11 (see 
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Appendix E), 
Classrooms generally offer few barriers. However, ramps should be 
provided to make speaker's platforms in auditoriums and large classrooms 
accessible to those in wheelchairs, Such platforms are found in Home 
Econo~ics West, North Engineering, South Engineering, Physical Science, 
Classroom Building and Bennett Chapel. 
Elevators should be modified to insure independent use, Full uti-
lization requires the lowering of interior and exterior controls to 
within the reach limitations of wheelchair users (48") and the timing 
of elevator doors to provide an 8 second clear-opening. It is recom-
mended that two sets of interior controls, one at the present height 
and another at the lower height for wheelchair ;users, be provided, 
The previous discussion has been concerned with general modifica-
tions recommended for all of the buildings surveyed. Many barriers 
found were unique to the particular building and, therefore, must be 
given individual attention. The following is a list of buildings and 
modifications recommended to achieve utilization in the facilities 
examined. 
Home Economics West 
1. Remove the partitions and doors that block the corridor 
on the south end of the first floor and the south end of the 
third floor. If some partition is necessary for air conditioning, 
a series of doors meeting the requirements should be provided 
with a minimum of solid wall to obstruct traffic. 
2. Modify laboratory and seminar tables to allow the neces-
sary 30" clearance between the floor and apron. 
3, Equip the clothing construction laboratories with storage 
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and equipment accessible and usable by students confined to wheel-
chairs. A basic consideration would be the availabiHty .. of"clear-
ance for the arms of the wheelchair under the tables, desks, 
sewing machin~s, ironing boards, and sinks, 
4. Remodel the demonstration kitchen in 106 to provide an. 
example of a flexible kitchen ar~angement for disabled home~kers, 
This would also allow students confined to wheelchairs to use 
this area for required demonstrations. 
5. Widen the aisle and doorway between equipment labora~ 
tories 002 and 001, and choose equipment in these t.wo rooms to 
provide at least one area suitable for use from a wheelchair. At 
present no area is usable from-a wheelchair, · 
6. Reconstruct the entrance to the first .floor lounge to 
provide needed inside clearance (see Appendix G). 
Life Science 
1. Replace the existing fr.eight elevator with a passenger 
elevator meeting the requirements for wheelchairs. Access to the 
upper levels is now available only by means of the stairway. 
2. Modify the tables in the biology, laboratory room.in-
spected to provide clearance for the arms of the wheelchair under-
neath at least one table. 
Business Building 
1. Install an exterior elevator to 'make the north section 
of the building accessible. At the present time this section.of 
the building is accessible only by mean• of a full flight of 
steps. The area contains _several large and important lecture 
areas. 
2. Remove selected stationary chairs and baskets under the 
desks in the large lecture rooms to enable use.of the desks by 
. wheelchair students. 
Physical Science 
1. Provide a desk-type bench and equipment within reach. in 
all chemistry laboratories used.by. wheelchc\:lir students. All 
benches in the chemistry, laboratories surveyedwere completely 
unusable by the wheelchair student. The new desks could be used 
for other work when not in use by a disabled student. 
2. Provide access to the front of room 101 through the ad-
joining supply room, This large and important lecture room.is 
now completely inaccessible due to the door and the se1:1ting 
arrangement. 
Home Economics East 
1. Arrange one area in each food preparation. laboratory to 
serve both the disabled and the able-bo<lied, This would involve 
the selection and arrangement of equipment, storage, and work 
space. ·Neither.of the food preparation. laboratories are now 
usable from a wheelchair. 
2, Install an exterior elevator to make the upper·levels 
accessible. If this is not justified by use, the classes taught 
on these upper levels should be made available elsewhere in ac-
cessible areas. 
Student Union 
1. Widen the' check-out line in the bookstore by simply 
moving the railing. 
2. Remodel or rearrange the cafeteria to provide 
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accessibility of self-service items. 
3. Eliminate the series of steps: in the corridors, if at 
all structurally feasible, to allow access to important areas.in 
the Student Union. At the present time, the Union Theater, and 
the third and fourth floors are not accessible due to these corri-
dor steps, 
· Monroe· Home Management House 
1. Modify the kitchen to provide for \ftilization by wheel-
chair students. Such an area could be designed for the disabled 
and the able-bodied and could serve·as a demonstration kitchen 
for the Home Management Department. 
:2. Remodel the present bathroom to include the unused back 
porch. This-larger area could be arranged according towheelchair 
requirements since the existing bathroom. is entirely, too small 
for a wheelchair to enter • 
.. Bennett Chapel 
1. Provide small ramps to eliminate the steps in the front 
area . 
. Dormitories (Kerr-Drummond Complex) 
1. Provide selected rooms with desks having the required 
chair clearance, closet rods that can be lowered when nece_ssary, 
and mirrors no higher than 40". 
2. Provide for utilization of restrooms by wheelchair stu-
dents on floors. where. rooms have been adapt eel. In addition to 
the restroom requirements already stated, there should be provided 
a shower or bathtub suitable for use by the disabled. This co.uld 
be done by closing an entrance and using the space for an inclined 
approach to the shower or.for a.bathtub. Grab.bars should be 
provided for both bathtubs and showers. 
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3. Rearran~e or remodel cafeteria.to provide access;i.bility 
of self-seryice.items, needed circulation space, and chair clear-
ance under the table. 
In an attempt to develop a.plan for the elimination of architec-
tural barriers on the campus, a priority listing of modifications. recom-
mended has been compiled, This proposed plan includes recommendations 
to be carried out in a three-stage program. A brief outline of this 
program can be found in Appendix H. Such a plan, tempered with flexi-
bility and an acute awareness of the situation should eventually re-
sult in a fully acces.sible and usable campus for wheelchair students. 
There can be no doubt that architectural barriers exist and presep.t 
signi.ficant difficulties and dangers to wheelchair students. on the 
Oklahoma State University campus inStillwater. The scopeof the study 
included. only those facilities used in two curricula; however, it is 
felt that major campus buildings were included to .some degree. The 
frequency and uniformity of the.barriers found strongly suggest that 
there would be little variance between the nature and frequency of the 
barriers in other campus facilities not stuc:lie<:I, and those recorded. 
Therefore,. it can be concluded that the general fin.dings and the recom-
mendations stated could be extended to include those facilities not 
covered in the survey. 
The findings of the study indicate that there existed an q1lmost 
total lack of accessibility and utilization of campus grounds and build-
ings· at. Oklahoma State University during the fall semester of 1967. It 
is concluded. that the presence of architectural barriers on the campus 
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makes, it extremely difficult, if not impossible, for many potential stu-
dents confined to·wheelchairs to live.in the dormitories and attend 
classes on the campus. The degree of independence achieved by a wheel-
chair student would vary considerably depending upon the disability and 
the.individual. However, the necessity for extensive assistance is in 
direct proportion to unavoidable steps and narrow doorways. The inevi-
table result is the barring of potential good students from the campus. 
This denial of an opportunity for a college education has already been 
defined as a waste of human resources that cannot be socially or econom-
ically justified, 
It is felt that the extent of uniformity of architectural barriers 
found suggests that the general findings concerning the nature and 
·significance of barriers are indicative of other campus and other pub-
lic facilities of similar age and design. It would follow that the 
recommendations formulated here for specific facilities could easily be 
applied for the elimination of barriers in other related facilities. 
Therefore, though the study was designed for a particular location, the 
findings and recommendations are not restricted but have implications 
for other institutions of higher learning. 
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. SURVEY· INSTRUMENT 
The survey instrument is divided into the following six parts: 
I. Campus Grounds,. II. Parking Lots,. III. Entrances and Exits, IV. 
Interior and Exterior Doors and Doorways, V, General Building I~~ 
teriors, and VI. Areas. 
I. Campus Grounds. 
On the attached map, locate by letter, any of the following 
barriers: 
A. Surface irregularity 
B. Incline 
C. Abrupt change in lev~l 
D. Walk width (4') 
E. General safety 
F .. Other 
~: In the following tables 11 'I( 11 signifies spaces for needed 
measurements while 11 ** 11 signifies spaces for the degree of accessi-
bility or util:Lzation. (X = Full; 1 = Limited; 0 = Lack of; and - = 
Does not apply) 
II. Parking Lots 
A. Proxi~ity to fjciliti~s 
B. Width ~f~space · 
C, Identification 
· D. J\'bru,pt change in level 
E. Circulation within lot 
F. Incline (5%) 
' G. Surface. irregularity 
ll. Egress 
I .. Other 
* ** * 
'Id( 
* 
*"( 
1 
I 
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III. Entrances and Exits 
A. Approach 
1. ·· Common level (5% 'incline) 
2. ·Ramp 
a. width (4') 
b. non- slip surfa¢e 
c. incline (8%) 
d. length 
e. clearance after ramp 
(6') 
f. curb (2';' x 4") 
3. Other 
B. Exterior Platform adjacent 
to threshold 
1. Width (5' ) 
2. Depth 
a. outward swing door (5' 
b. inward swing door (3') 
3. Step at threshold 
4. Non-slip surface 
5. Other 
IV. Interior and Exterior Doors and 
Doorways 
A. Doors 
1. Resistance of door closer 
2, Handle height (36" x 39 11 ) 
3. ·:··.Handle design 
4. Clearance to glass in doo 
5, Type of hinge 
6. See-through panel in 
·swinging. door 
7. Other 
B. Doorways 
1. Clear-opening (32") 
2. Thresh old (3/ 4") 
3. Interior clearance (5' 
qeep .:by 1', on: both'. sides) 
4. Exterior clearance (5' 
deep by 1' on both sides) 
5, Clear area next to door 
hand le (1511 ope.ti.ing side} 
6. Interior steps 
7. Other 
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'::*' ·** 
* ** * ** * ** 
t 
V. General Interiors 
A. Corridors 
1, · Non- slip surface 
2. · Steps 
3, · Width (60") · 
4. Ramp. incline (8%) 
5, Clearance after ramp (6') 
6. Other 
B. · Elevators 
1. Exterior controls (48") 
2, Interior controls (48") 
3, Door clear-opening (32") 
4. Clear-opening time (8 sec 
5. Interior sp~ce 
(60" x 60" or 63" x·56") 
· 6. Other 
C. ·Water.Fountains 
1. Basin height (36 11 ) 
2. Front controls 
3. · Mounting 
4. · Approach (30" wide recess 
5, Other 
· D, · Telephones 
1. Booth 
2 .. Wall mounted 
a. height of receiver (4') 
b. depth 0£ controls (12") 
c~ chair clearance 
(30" x 21" deep) 
d, other 
VI. Areas· 
.A. Class and Activity,Areas 
1. Aisle: width (60") 
2. Floor surface 
· 3. Aisle incline (8%) 
4. Space for chair 
5. · Abrupt change in level 
6. Approach to desk and/or 
equipment 
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* ** * ** * ** 
) 
) 
* . ** ·* ** * ··** 
VI. · Areas (Continued) 
7. Use of desk and/or equip-
ment 
8. · Access to stage and 
dressing area 
9, Other 
B. . Eating A:reas 
'"•r-l-•.. ·Serving aisle w:i,dth 
2. Serving line height 
3. · Accessibilitf of self-
service items 
4. Table height 
5. Ta.ble :~idf;h 
6. Ch!ati:t'clea.rance 
7. · Floor stirface 
8. Aisle·.width 
9.. Ttay return 
10. · Other 
C, Dormitory Rooms 
1, Floor surface 
· 2. Floor space 
3. Use of .d~esser 
4. Use of mirror (40" height 
5, Use.of desk (24" x 30" 
chair-clearance 
~. Use of closet rod 
(48" height) 
7. Other 
D. Restrooms 
1. General 
a. floor surface 
b. circulation space 
· 2. · Lavatory 
a. height to apron (30") 
. b. total height (32") 
c. knee clearance height 
(26'') 
d, knee clearance depth 
(10") 
e. insulated pipes 
f. depth of chair clearanc 
(18") 
· g. other 
3. · Mirror, Shelf and.Acces-
sories 
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; 
* ** * '** * ** 
) 
c 
e 
VI. Areas (Continued) 
4. Toilet Stall 
a. clearance for approach 
b. door clear-opening 
width (32") 
c. door swing (out) 
d. depth of stall (36") 
e. grab bars 
1) height (33") 
2) position (parallel to 
floor) 
3) diameter (1\") 
4) clearance from wall 
( 1\") 
f. other 
5. Water closet 
a. mounting 
b. height of seat (20~) 
c. other 
6. Other 
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* ** * 
** * ** 
Note: In the preceeding tables " * 11 signified spaces :(:or needed 
measurements, while"**" signified spaces for the degree 
of accessibility or utilization, (X = Full, 1 = Limited, 
0 = Lack of, and - = Does not apply). 
APPENDIX B 
AMERICAN STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS Ji'OR MAKING BUILDINGS 
AND FACILITIES ACCESSIBLE TO,·· AND USABLE BY, 
THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED 
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American Standard Specifications for 
Making Buildings and Facilities Accessible to, 
and Usable by, the Physically Handicapped 
I. Scope and Purpose 
1.1 Scope 
1.1.1 This standard applies to all buildings and 
facilities used by the public. It applies to temporary 
or emergency conditions as well as permanent con-
ditions. It does not apply to private residences. 
1.1.2 This standard is concerned with non· 
ambulatory disabilities, semi-ambulatory disabilities, 
sight disabilities, hearing disabilities, disabilities of 
incoordination, and aging.1 
1.2 Purpose. This standard is intended to make 
all buildings and facilities used by the public acces-
sible to, and functional for, the physically handi-
capped, to, through, and within their doors, without 
loss of function, space, or facility where the gen-
eral public is concerned. It supplements existing 
American Standards, and reflects great concern for 
safety of life and limb. In cases of practical difficulty, 
unnecessary hardship, or extreme differences, ad-
ministrative authorities may grant exceptions from 
the literal requirements of this standard or permit 
the use of other methods or materials, but only when 
it is clearly evident that equivalent facilitation and 
protection are thereby secured. 
2. Definitions 
2.1 Non-ambulatory Disabilities. Impairments 
that, regardless of cause or manifestation, for all 
practical purpose~, confine individuals to wheelchairs. 
2.2 Semi-ambulatory Disabilities. Impairments 
that cause individuals to walk with difficulty or in· 
security. Individuals using braces or crutches, am· 
putees, arthritics, spastics, and those with pulmonary 
and cardiac ills may be semi-ambulatory. 
2.3 Sight Disabilities. Total blindness or impair-
ments affecting sight to the extent that the individual 
functioning in public areas is insecure or exposed to 
danger. 
2.4 Hearing Disabilities. Deafness or hearing 
handicaps that might make an individual insecure in 
public areas because he is unable to communicate or 
hear warning signals. 
I See defin itions in Section 2. 
6 
2.5 Disabilities of lncoordination. Faulty co· 
ordination or palsy from brain, spinal, or peripheral 
nerve injury. 
2.6 Aging. Those manifestations of the aging proc-
esses that significantly reduce mobility, flexibility, 
coordination, and perceptiveness but are not account· 
ed for in the aforementioned categories. 
· 2. 7 Standard. When this term appears in small 
letters and is not preceded by the word "American," 
it is descriptive and does not refer to an American 
Standard approved by ASA ; for examp!e, a "stand-
ard" wheelchair is one characterized as standard by 
the manufacturers. 
2.8 Fixed Turning Radius, Wheel to Wheel. 
The tracking of the ca~ter wheels and large wheels 
of a wheelchair when pivoting on a spot. 
2.9 Fixed Turning Radius, Front Structure to 
Rear Structure, The turning radius of a wheel· 
· chair, left front-foot platform to right rear wheel, or 
right front-foot platform to left rear wheel, when 
pivoting on a spot. 
2.10 Involved (Involvement), A portion or por· 
tions of the human anatomy or physiology, or both, 
that have a loss or impairment of normal function 
as a result of genesis, trauma, disease, inflammation, 
or degeneration. 
2.11 Ramps, Ramps with Gradients. Because 
the term "ramp" has a multitude of meanings and 
uses, its use in this text is clearly defined as ramps 
with gradients (or ramps with slopes) that deviate 
from what would otherwise be considered the nor-
mal level. An exterior ramp, as distinguished from 
a "walk;" would be considered an appendage to a 
building leading to a level above or below existing 
ground level. As such, a ramp shall meet certain 
requirements similar to those imposed upon stairs. 
2.12 Walk, Walks. Because the terms "walk" 
and "walks" have a multitude of meanings and uses, 
their use in this text is clearly defined as a predeter· 
mined, prepared-surface, exterior pathway leading to 
or from a building or facility, or from one exterior 
area to another, placed on the existing ground level 
and not deviating from the level of the existing 
ground immediately adjacent. 
2.13 Appropriate Number. As used in this text, 
appropriate number means the number of a specific 
item that would be necessary, in accord with the 
purpose and function of a building or facility, to 
accommodate individuals with specific disabilities in 
proportion to the anticipated number of individuals 
with disabilities who would use a particular building 
or facility. 
EXAMPLE : Although these specifications shall apply to all 
buildings and facilities used by the public, the numerical need 
for a specific item would differ, for example, between a major 
transportation terminal, where many individuals with diverse 
disabilities would be continually coming and going, an office 
building or factory, where varying numbers of individuals 
with disabilities of varying manifestations (in many instances, 
very large numbers) might be employed or have reason for 
frequent visits, a school or church, where the number of in· 
dividuals may be fixed and activities more definitive, and the 
many other buildings and facilities dedicated to specific func· 
tions and purposes. 
NoTE: Disabilities are specific and where the individual 
has been properly evaluated and properly oriented and where 
architectural barriers have been eliminated, a specific dis· 
ability does not constitute a handicap. It should be empha· 
sized that more and more of those physically disabled are 
becoming participants, rather than ~pectatora, in the fullest 
meaning of the word. 
3. General Principles and 
Considerations 
3.1 Wheelchair Specifications. The collapsiblc-
model wheelchair of tubular metal construction with 
plastic upholstery for back and seat is most com-
monly used. The standard model of all manufacturers 
falls within the following limits, which were used as 
the basis of consideration: 
(1) Length: 42 inches 
(2) Width, when open: 25 inches 
(3) Height of seat from floor: 19Yz inches 
( 4) Height of armrest from floor: 29 inches 
(5) Height of pusher handles (rear) from floor: 
36 inches 
(6) Width, when collapsed: 11 inches 
3.2 The Functioning of a Wheelchah· 
3.2.1 The fixed turning radius of a standard 
wheelchair, wheel to wheel, is 18 inches. The fixed 
turning radius, front structure to rear structure, is 
31.5 inches. 
3.2.2 The average turning space required ( 180 
and 360 degrees) is 60 x 60 inches. 
NoTE: Actually, a turning space that is longer than it is 
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wide, specifically, 63 x 56 inches, is more workable and de· 
sirable. In an area with two open ends, such as might be the 
case in a corridor, a minimum of 54 inches between two walls 
would permit a 360-degree turn. 
3.2.3 A minimum width of 60 inches is required 
for two individuals in wheelchairs to pass each other. 
3.3 The Adult Individual Functioning in a 
Wheelchair:! 
3.3.1 The average unilateral vertical reach is 60 
inches and ranges from 54 inches to 78 inches. 
3.3.2 The average horizontal working (table) 
reach is 30.8 inches and ranges from 28.5 inches to 
33.2 inches. 
3.3.3 The bilateral horizontal reach, both arms 
extended to each side, shoulder high, ranges from 
54 inches to 71 inches and averages 64.5 inches. 
3.3.4 An individual reaching diagonally, as 
would be required in using a wall-mounted dial 
telephone or towel dispenser, would make the aver, 
age reach ( on the wall) · 48 inches from the floor. 
3.4 The Individual Functioning on Crutchesll 
3.4.1 On the average, individuals 5 feet 6 inches 
tall require an average of 31 inches between crutch 
tips in the normally accepted gaits.• 
3.4.2 On the average, individuals 6 feet O inches 
tall require an average of 32.5 inches between crutch 
tips in the normally accepted gaits.• 
4. Site Development5 
4.1 Grading. The grading of ground, even con· 
trary to existing topography, so that it attains a level 
with a normal entrance will make a facility accessible 
to individuals with physical disabilities. 
I Extremely small, large, strong, or weak and involved in· 
dividuals could fall outside the ranges in 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 
and their reach could differ from the figure given in 3.3.4. 
However, these reaches were determined using n large num· 
ber of individuals who were functionally trained, with a wide 
range in individual size and involvement. 
• Most individuals ambulating on braces or crutches, or 
both, or on canes nre able to manipulate within the specifica· 
tions prescribed for wheelchairs, although doors present quite 
a problem at times. However, attention is called to the fact 
that a crutch tip extending laterally from an individual is not 
obvious to others in heavily trafficked areas, certainly not as 
obvious or protective as a wheelchair and is, therefore, a 
source of vulnerability. 
• Some cerebral palsied individuals, and some severe arthrit· 
ics, would be extreme exceptions to 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. 
• Site development is the most effective means to resolve the 
problems created by topography, definitive architectural de-
signs or concepts, water table, existing streets, and atypical 
problems, singularly or collectively, so that aggress, ingress, 
and egress to buildings hy physically disabled can be facili-
tated while preserving the desired design and effect of the 
architecture. 
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4.2 Walks 
4.2.1 Public walks should be at least 48 inches 
wide and should have a gradient not greater than 5 
percent.8 
4.2.2 Such walks shall be of a continuing com· 
mon surface, not interrupted by steps or abrupt 
changes in level. 
4.2.3 Wherever walks cross other walks, drive-
ways, or parking lots they should blend to a com-
mon level.1 
NoTE: 4.1 aud 4.2, separately or collectively, are greatly 
aided by terracing, r~taining wall•, and winding walks allow, 
ing for more grndual incline, therehy making almost any 
building accessible to individuals with pel'manent physical 
disabilities, while contributing to ita e1thetic qualitie1. 
4.2.4 A walk shall have a level platfom1 · at the 
top which is at least 5 feet by 5 feet, if a door swings 
out onto the platform or toward the walk. This 
platform shall extend at least 1 foot beyond each side 
of the doorway. 
4.2.5 A walk shall have a level platform at least 
· 3 feet deep and 5 feet wide, if the door does not 
swing onto the platform or toward the walk. This 
platform shall extend at leiist 1 foot beyond each 
side of the doorway. 
4.3 Pn1·king Lots 
4.3.1 Spaces that arc accessible and approximate 
to the facility should be set aside and identified for 
use by individuals with physical disabilities. 
4.3.2 A parking space open on one side, allowing 
room for individuals in wheelchairs or individuals 
on braces and crutches to get in and out of an auto· 
mobile onto a level surface, suitable for wheeling 
and walking, is adequate. 
4.3.3 Parking spaces for individuals with physi-
cal disabilities when placed between two conventional 
61t is essential that the gradient of walks and driveways be 
less than that prescribed for ramps, since walks would be 
void of handrails and curbs and would be considerably longer 
and more vnlnerahle to the elements. Walks of near maximum 
grade and considerable length should have level areas at in· 
tervals for purposes of rest and safety. Walks or driveways 
should have a nonslip surface. 
'This specification does not require the elimination of 
curbs, which, particularly if they occur at regular intersec· 
tions, are a distiucL safety feature for all of the handicapped, 
particularly the blind. The preferred method of meeting the 
specification is to have the walk incline to the level of the 
street. However, at principal intersections, it is vitally impor· 
tant that the curh run parallel to the street, up to the point 
where the walk is inclined, at which point the curb would 
turn in and gradually meet the level of the walk at its highest 
point. A less preferred method would be to gradually bring 
the surlnre of the driveway or street to the level of the walk. 
The disadvantage of this method is that a blind person would 
not know when ho has left the protection of a walk and 
entered the hazards of a street or driveway. 
diagonal or head-on parking spaces should be 12 
feet wide. 
4.3.4 Care in planning should be ex'ercised so 
that individuals in wheelchairs and individuals using 
braces and crutches are not compelled to wheel or 
walk behind parked cars. 
4.3.5 Consideration should be given the distribu-
tion of spaces for use by the disabled in accordance 
with the frequency and persistcncy of parking needs. 
4.3.6 Walks shall be in conformity with 4.2. 
5. Buildings 
5.1 Rampa with Gradients. Where ramps with 
gradients are necessary or desired, they shall con· 
form to the following specifications: 
5.1.1 A ramp shall not have a slope greater than 
1 foot rise in 12 feet, or 8.33 percent, or 4 degrees 
50 minutes. 
5.1.2 A ramp shall have handrails on at least one 
side, and preferably two sides, that are 32 inches in 
height, measured from the surface of the ramp, that 
are smooth, that extend 1 foot beyond the top and 
bottom of the ramp, and that otherwise conform with 
American Standard Safety Code for Floor and Wall 
Openings, Railings, and Toe Boards, Al2-1932. 
NoTE I : Where codes specify handrails to he of heights 
other th~n 32 inches, it is recommended thut two sets of hand· 
rails be inst31led to serve ull people. Where major traffic is 
predominantly children, particularly physically disabled chil· 
dren, extra care should be exercised in the placement of 
handrails, in accordance with the nature of the facility and 
the age group or groups being serviced. 
NoTE 2: Care should he taken that the extension of the 
handrail is not in itself a hazard. The extension may he made 
on the side of a continuing wall. 
5.1.3 A ramp shall have a surface that is non· 
slip. 
5.1.4 A ramp shall have a level platform at the 
top which is at least 5 feet by 5 feet, if a door swings 
out onto the platform or toward the ramp. This plat· 
form shall extend at least 1 foot beyond each side of 
the doorway. 
5.1.5 A ramp shall have a level platform at least 
3 feet deep and 5 feet wide, if the door does not 
swing onto the platform or toward the ramp. This 
platform shall extend at least 1 foot beyond each side 
of the doorway. 
5.1.6 Each ramp shall have at least 6 feet of 
straight clearance at the bottom. 
5.1. 7 Ramps shall have level platforms at 30-foot 
intervals for purposes of rest and safety and shall 
have level platforms wherever they turn. 
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5.2 Entrances 
5.2.1 At least one primary entrance to each build· 
ing shall be usable by individuals in wheelchairs. 
NOTE: Because entrances also serve as exits, some being 
particularly important in case of an emergency, and because 
the proximity of such exits to all parts of buildings and 
facilities, in accordance with their design and function, is 
essential (see 112 and 2000 through 2031 of American Stand-
ard Building Exits Code, A9.1·1953) it is preferable that all 
or most entrances (exits) should be accessible to, and usable 
by, individuals in wheelchairs and individuals with other 
forms of physical disability herein applicable. 
5.2.2 At least one entrance usable by individuals 
in wheelchairs shall be on a level that would make 
the elevators accessible. 
5.3 Doors and Doorways 
5.3.1 Doors shall have a clear opening of no less 
than 32 inches when open and shall be operable by 
a single effort. 
NOTE 1: Two-leaf doors are not usable by those with dis· 
abilities defined in 2.1, 2.2, and 2.5 unless they operate by a 
single effort, or unless one of the two leaves meets the re· 
quirement of 5.3.1. 
NOTE 2: It is recommended that 1111 doora have kick plates 
extending from the bottom of the door to at least 16 inches 
from the floor, or be made of a material and finish that 
would safely withstand the abuse they might receive from 
canes, crutches, wheelchair foot·platforms, or wheelchair 
wheels. 
5.3.2 The floor on the inside and outside of each 
doorway shall be level for a distance of 5 feet from 
the door in the direction the door swings and shall 
extend 1 foot beyond each side of the door. 
5.3.3 Sharp inclines and abrupt changes in level 
shall be avoided at doorsills. As much as possible, 
thresholds shall be flush with the floor. 
NOTE l : Care should be taken in the selection, placement, 
and setting of door closers so that they do not prevent the 
use of doors by the physically disabled. Time.delay door 
closers are recommended. · 
NOTE 2 : Automatic doors that otherwise conform to 5.3.1, 
5.3.2, and 5.3.3 are very satisfactory. 
NOTE .3: These specifications apply both to exterior and 
interior doors and doorways. 
5.4 Stairs. Stairs shall conform to American Stand-
ard A9.l-1953, with the following additional con· 
siderations: 
5.4.1 Steps in stairs that might require use by 
those with disabilities defined in 2.2 and 2.5 or by 
the aged shall not have abrupt (square) nosing. (See 
Fig. 1.) 
NOTE: Individuals with restrictions in the knee, ankle, or 
hip, with artificial legs, long leg braces, or comparable con· 
ditions cannot, without great difficulty and hazard, use steps 
with nosing ns illustrated in Fig. la, but · can safely and with 
minimum difficulty use steps with nosing as illustrated in 
Fig. lb. 
a .UNACCEPTABLE 
b. ACCEPTABLE 
Fig. 1 
Steps 
5.4.2 Stairs shall have handrails 32 inches high 
as m~"sured from the tread at the face of the riser. 
Non: Where codes specify handrails to be at heights 
other than 32 inches, it is recommended that two sets of 
handrails be installed to serve all people. Where traffic is 
predominantly children, particularly physically disabled chi!· 
dren, extra care should be exercised in the placement of 
handrails in accordance with the nature of the facility and 
the age group or groups being serviced. Dual handrails may 
lie necessary. 
5.4.3 Stairs shall ha \'e at least one handrail that 
extends at least 18 inches beyond the top step and 
beyond the bottom step. 
NoTF. : Care should be taken that the extension of the 
handrails is not in itself a hazard. The extension may be made 
on the side of a continuing wall. 
5.4.4 Steps should, wherever possible, and in 
conformation with existing step formulas, have risers · 
that do not exceed 7 inches. 
5.5 Floors 
5.5.1 Floors shall have a surface that is nonslip. 
5.5.2 Floors on a given story shall be of a com· 
mon level throughout or he connected by a ramp in 
ac:cord with 5.1.1 through 5.1.6, inclusive. 
EXAMPLE 1: There shall not be a difference between the 
level of the floor of a corridor and the level of the floor of 
the toilet rooms. 
EXAMl'LE 2 : There should not be a difference between the 
l1:1·el of the floor of a coJTidor ond the level of a meeting 
room, dining room, or any other room, unless proper ramps 
are provided. 
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5.6 Toilet Rooms. It is essential that an appro· 
priate numbers of toilet rooms, in accordance with 
the nature and use of a specific building or facility, 
be made accessible to, and usable by, the physically 
handicapped. 
5.6.l Toilet rooms shall have space to allow traf-
fic of individuals in wheelchairs, in accordance with 
3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. 
5.6.2 Toilet rooms shall have at least one toilet 
stall that-
(1) Is 3 feet wide 
(2) Is at least 4 feet 8 inches, preferably 5 feet, 
deep 
(3) Has a door (where doors are UHed) that is 
32 inches wide and swings out 
(4) Has handrails on each side, 33 inches high 
and parallel to the floor, 1¥2 inches in out-
side diameter, with 1% inches clearance be-
tween rail and wall, and fastened securely at 
ends and center 
(5) Has a water closet with the seat 20 inches 
from the floor 
NOTE: The design and mounting of the water closet la of 
considerable Importance. A wal1-mountcd water closet with a 
narrow understructure that recedes sharply is most desirable. 
If a floor-mounted water closet must be used, It should not 
hnve a front that is wide and perpendicular to the floor at 
tho front of the seat. The bowl should be sha11ow at' the front 
of the seat and turn backward more than downward to a1low 
the individual in a wheelchair to get close to the water closet 
with the seat of the wheelchair. 
5.6.3 Toilet rooms shall have lavatories with nar· 
row aprons, which when mounted at standard height 
are usable by individuals in wheelchairs; or shall 
have lavatories mounted higher, when particular de· 
signs demand, so that they are usable by individuals 
in wheelchairs. 
NoTE: It is important that drain pipes and hot-water pipes 
under a lavatory be covered or insulated so that a wheelchair 
individual without sensation will not burn himself. 
5.6.4 Some mirrors and shelves shall be provided 
above lavatories at a height as low as possible and 
no higher than '1.0 inches above the floor, measured 
from the top of the shelf and the bottom of the 
mirror. 
5.6.5 Toilet rooms for men shall have wall. 
mounted urinals with the opening of the basin 19 
inches from the floor, or shall ha\•e floor-mounted 
urinals that are on level with the main floor of the 
toilet room, 
5.6.6 Toilet rooms shall have an appropriate 
number8 of towel racks, towel dispensers, and other 
dispensers and disposal units mounted no higher 
than 40 inches from the floor. 
5. 7 Water Fountains. An appropriate numbers 
of water fountains or other water-dispensing means 
shall be accessible to, and usable by, the physically 
disabled. 
5. 7.1 Water fountains or coolers shall have up-
fro~t spouts and controls. 
5. 7.2 Water fountains or coolers shall be hand-
operated or hand- and foot-operated. (See also 
American Standard Specifications for Drinking 
Fountains, 24.2-1942.) 
NoTE 1: Conventional floor-mounted water coolers can be 
serviceable to individuals in wheelchairs If a sma11 fountain 
is mounted on the side of the cooler 30 inches above the floor. 
NoTE 2: W n11-mounted, hand-operated coolers of the latest 
design, manufactured by many companies, can serve the abJe. 
bodied and the physica1ly disabled equally well when the 
cooler is mounted with the basin 36 inches from the floor. 
NOTE 3: Fully recessed water fountains are not recom-
mended. 
NoTE 4: Water fountains should not be set into an nlcove 
unless the alcove is wider than a wheelchair. (See 3.1.) 
5.8 Public Telephones. An appropriate number8 
of public telephones should be made accessible to, 
and usable by, the physically disabled. 
NoTE : The conventional public telephone booth is not 
usable by moat physically disabled individuals. There are 
many ways in which public telephones can be made acces· 
sihle and usable. It ia recommended that architects and 
builders confer with the telephone company in the plnnning 
of the building or facility. 
5.8.l Such telephones should be placed so that 
the dial and the handset can be reached by individ-
uals in wheelchairs, in accordance with 3.3. 
5.8.2 An appropriate number• of public tele-
phones should be equipped for those with hearing 
disabilities and so identified with instructions for use. 
NoTE: Such telephones cnn lie used by everyone. 
5.9 Elevators. In a multiple-story building, eleva· 
tors are essential to the successful functioning of 
physically disabled individuals. They shall conform 
to the following requirements: 
5.9.l Elevators shall be accessible to, and usable 
by, the physically disabled on the level that they use 
to enter the building, and at all levels normally used 
by the general public. 
5.9.2 Elevators shall allow for traffic by wheel-
chairs, in accordance with 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 5.3. 
5.10 Controls. Switches and controls for light, 
heat, ventilation, windows, draperies, fire alarms, and 
ull similar controls of frequent or essential use, shall 
be placed within the reach of individuals in wheel-
chairs. (See 3.3.) 
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5.11 Identification. Appropriate identification of 
specific facilities within a building used by the pub,· lie is particularly essential to the. blind. 
5.11.1 Raised letters ·or numbers shall be used 
to identify rooms or offices. 
5.11.2 Such identification should be placed on 
the wall, to the right or left of the door, at a height 
between 4 feet 6 inches and 5 feet 6 inches, measured 
from the floor, and preferably at 5,feet. 
5.11.3 Doors that are not intended for normal 
use, arid that might prove dangerous if a blind per· 
son were to exit or enter by them, should be made 
quickly identifiable to the touch by knurling the door 
handle or knob. (See Fig. 2.) 
EXAMPLE: Such doors might lead to loading platforms, 
boiler rooms, stages, fire escapes, etc. 
5.12 Warning Signals 
5.12,1 Audible warning signals shall be accom· 
panied by simultaneous visual signals for the benefit 
of those with hearing disabilitiel!. 
5.12,2 Visual signals shall be accompanied by 
simultaneous audible signals for the benefit of the 
blind. 
5.13 H~zards. Every effort shall be exercised to 
obviate hazards to individuals with physical dis· 
abilities. 
5.13.1 Access panels or manholes in floors, 
walks, and walls can be extremely hazardous, partic· 
ularly when in use, and should be avoided. 
5.13.2 When manholes or access panels are open 
and in· use, or when an open excavation exists on. a 
site, particularly when it is approximate to normal 
pedestrian traffic, barricades shall be placed on all 
open sides, at least 8 feet from the hazard, and warn· 
ing devices shall be installed in accord with 5.12.2·. 
5.13.3 Low-hanging door closers that remain 
witpin the opening of a doorway when the door is 
open, or that protrude hazardously into regular cor· 
ridors or traffic ways when the door is closed, shall 
be avoided. 
5.13.4 Low-hanging signs, ceiling lights, and 
similar. objects or signs and fixtures that protrude 
into regular corridors or traffic ways shall be avoided. 
A minimum height of 7 feet, measured from the floor, 
is recommended. 
{1 
a 
b 
c 
Fig. 2 
Knurled Door Handles and Knobs 
5.13.5 Lighting on ramps shall he in accord with 
1201, 1202, 1203, a11d 1204 of American Standard . 
A9.1·1953. 
5.13.6 Exit signs shall be in accord with 1205 of 
American Standard A9.l-1953, except as modified by 
5.II of .this standard. 
American Standards Association, American Stand;:trd Specification~ 
. for Maki~ Buildings and. Facilities Accessible ~ _and Usable ~ the 
Physically Handicapped (Chicago, 1961). 
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A. Recommended B. Not Recommended 
Walks 
Both· are suitable far wheelchair use, but B does not alert 
the' visually handicapped person that he is entering · the 
driveway. 
Figure 6. Recommended Modification of Curbs 
12" MIN. 12" 
PLAN 
~· 1-- 6'-0" MIN. 
5'-0"MIN. 
4°-50' MA . 
ELEVATION 
Figure 7. Recommended Ramp Specifications 
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Cuthbert F. Salmon and Christine F. Salmon, Sheltered Workshops: 
.!.!l Architectural Guide. (Stillwater, Oklahoma, 1966), pp. "130, · 131. 
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Cuthbert F, Salmon and Christine F. Salmon, Sheltered Workshops: 
!!! Architectural Guide (Stillwater, Oklahoma, 1966), p. 34. 
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Figure 20. Proposed Modification of Restroom - Third 
Floor Home Economics West 
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APPENDIX H 
PRIORITY LISTING OF MODIFICATIONS TO INSURE THE 
CAMPUS GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS USABLE 
BY PERSONS IN WHEELCHAIRS 
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FIRST PRIORITY 
Accessibility 
Limited Accessibility Full Accessibility 
Awareness - Education Program to 
widespread understanding of the 
problems involved - resulting, in 
part,. in accessibility of new 
buildings. 
Access to "Most Frequently Used 
Buildings"., Library, Classroom 
Building, Student Union, Field 
House, University Auditorium, 
Whitehurst, Hospital, and Dormi-
tories. 
Access to "Frequently Used Build-
ings" - Life Science, Morrill, 
Physical Science, Business, and 
Gunderson, 
Utilization 
.Limited Utilization 
Beveling of curbs at major cross-
walks. 
Construction of walks to avert 
steps and repair of existing 
walks. 
Limited utilization of "Most Fr.e-
quently Used Buildings."* 
Limited utilization of "Frequently 
Used Buildings."* 
* Previously listed. 
.Full Utilization 
Awareness - Educational program to 
gain widespread understanding of 
the problems involved - resulting 
in part, in awareness, elimina-
tion, and prevention of barriers 
whenever the opportunity arises. 
Limited Accessibility 
Limited Utilization 
Beveling of curbs. 
SECOND PRIORITY 
Accessibility 
Full Accessibility 
.Awareness, 
.Access to "Most Frequently Used 
Buildings.""' 
118 
Access to "Frequently Used Build-
ings. "'I( 
Access to "Special Studies Build-
ings." - Home Economics West, 
Engineering North, Agriculture 
Halls, and Engineering South 
Utilization 
Full Utilization 
Awareness, 
Construction and repair of walks. Full utilization of "Most Frequent-
ly Used Buildings. ""l( 
Proyision of parking spaces. 
·k 
Previously listed. 
Full utilization of "Frequently 
Used Buildings. "-J( 
Limited Accessibility 
Limited Utilization 
"';'( 
Previously listed" 
THIRD PRIORITY 
Accessibility 
Full Accessibility 
Awareness" 
Access to "Most Frequently Used 
Buildings.";'( 
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Access to "Frequently Used Build-
ings"""': 
Access to "Special Studies Build-
ings" "-f, 
Access to remaining campus buildings 
in order of their use. 
Utilization 
Full Utilization 
Awareness" 
Beveling of all curbs at crosswalks" 
Construction and repair of walks" 
Provision of parking spaces" 
Full utilization of "Most Frequently 
Used Buildings.";'( 
Full utilization of "Frequently Used 
Buii.ldings. "-I, 
Full .utilization of "Special Studies 
Buildings.",'( 
Full utilization of remaining cam-
pus buildings in order of their 
use, 
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